


Mow when I was 18 I was knocking about the wilder regions of Australia, such as Luna 
Park in Melbourne. Wild. This is the 18th issue of DYNATRON which isn't wild at all, 
A rather tame fanzine in fact. A little wild in fiction now and again. At least I 
hope it is tame although I'm never quite sure just what will turn up. one of these 
days I'm going to break out those back issues of G2 and see if I can turn up Joe 
Gibson's old prozine collection. Silly thing to do. Burying one's prozine collec
tion that is. Although if i had buried mine when I went charging off to the wars I 
might still have it and it would be worth a mint and maybe Gibson wasn't so sillrat 
that.. How was he to know this town was going to grow-—like a cancer, in any event 
this is DYNATRON #18 carrying a date of July 1963, DYNATRON, theoretically devoted 
to the discussion of imaginative literature, is published every other month by Roy 
and chrystal Tackett at 915 Green Valley Road Nff, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107. Mote 
uhat cryptic five digit figure there. That's our ZIP number assigned by the P.O, If 
you don't know what a ZIP number is that*s your problem. I don't know either. It is 
supposed to improve the distribution of mail, Hawi On the mailing label a T means 
you're getting this as a trade, a number means you're one of those rare critters, a 
paid subscriber and the number is the last issue on your sub, if there is no code at 
all it means you got this issue for dark and mysterious reasons. If there is a big 
fat 0 after your name it means this is your last issue, amigo, unless you make a ° 
move of ^some sort, oh, yeah, the price, in cash, is 15$ per copy . or
a contribution,of material concerning stf or fantasy. DYNATRON is, of course, a 
Marinated■Publication and the editor reserves the right to change his opinion from 
issue to issue—or from paragraph to paragraph.
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WRITINGS IN THE SAND

I think maybe we just ought to skip the May issues of DYNATRON. He never seem 
to get it out on time. Either the mimeo collapses into its individual component ,q or 
some other equally ridiculous occurence serves to delay us. We have no trouble with 
any of the rest, just the May issues. So the May 63 issue, as with previous May is
sues was delayed until July and now we must go like mad in order to get the July is
sue out on time if we're going to get back on schedule *

Our sad tale of woe this 
year proves only that I'm really a fakefan at heart since I'd rather spend my money 
on food than on pubbing a fanzine, A trufan would starve before he'd miss a deadline.
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to h^offic^^d^Zdii^r °f T7 Chief Engineer at the TV station called we in
s xe“ T

onaSntS^ tSt^Somt'"3^ e^’3i^^

The fact that this is COTrec^d^sni+k m°re econolm-cal than manned equipment. 
o.u uiixh is correct aoesntt make me any happier.

town overflowing with -x- , Albuquerque is not ahand out glowing wort-pictuJes^f^o^tho Chamber ? C°™erce F®PPle Ute to 
Employment Office snend more +nmo .he tcn™ 13 ?roTaag but the people at the State 
job appointments. L the popSi^S^^ ^nenpJ°ymentcompensation than they do 
■-.‘e not easy to find here f ?°eS e n™ber of unemployed. Jobs
taiy types who are pushing ho rS particul^ly true <hen applied to retired mili- 
why I S some^S sZwjS (Jf y°U Consider the of that line you Ml see 
"Tomiiyn is as app:fopriat^tod tO th'+Society of "Starship Troopers". And Kipling»s 
roar-king orouM^ S 2*^7 S’ *?n .h? «rote “•) After a great deal of
to get on aS a technic*?? +i throuSh a battexy of aptitude tests I managed
mariaoturer 1 °7 ?? 5Part°n 3outi“'cst> . electronics
the local radio t "ork as a fill-in dee jay at one of
ice and I make with the reconTspiSing 2d “ ”KlCe W theT Cal1 on
there, fron the serious electronics tfchnicS’to

showed in the tests I took? 1 'tTonder it
trick-cyclist, a serious +1^^ aptitudei tests were administered by the company 
importance attached to it.^ln^TOy^sunpoJ^Sit7-Th Ms j°b had SOine
------------------- -- _ TOy 1 suPPose that it did for hiring was done on his 
irTVZ---------------------- Maclean and Kimball, ye need more illos. Signed: Ye~EditoJ?
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i Be®ides the usual mechanical aid electronic aptitude tests there 
was a ,vhole flock of personality tests to determine what psychoses I suffer from, 
most Sd°Sl that^orthof r^ ?°U d° what haVe you about the
mosu and all that sort of rot. For the most part the tests were fairly obvious al- 
Mndfh aAfter1thsft.St?thliOantS 3ee”?i t0 be haTlng ®klng up their
questionsJuel, as "'X-8 ?rlvat? ilrtet'’iOT all sorts of searching
how was w S-Xv 1 7 U a“1 T,hat did 1 Anally prefer to do and
W^l XleXe “ 1CUU t0 k6eP 8 SteiSht fMe fOT “* a

gibers soTXfttld

Amo^The TeaSo? ?or a11 these precautions, outside of the normal idiosyncrasies 
aujrx a?hon“^ri:rX« S' 18 Vub-°‘“- for tho^SSXcXpor . 
private enterprXet Ct>rp0ratl0n 18 tne Atcmo Commission in the guise of 

raipht consider nn 7enJ ? now ensaged for the first time as what one
im on r^nthl^sSer^?7 r /n 1 emPloyed in manufacturing although 
on the Slaly instead oi punching a time clock as do the production wople“ii!r SZ: rXXuS aSbeu> ta:K braaks b7 the tei1’t7

was
HoW-

the Karines.

by the TV station 
a shock at first. ... 
had slipped and stirred

There was less of it in 

A VAMD^BR Ip THE WASTELAND. Being given rry walking papers 
more.01 a favor than a catastrophe although it was a bit .of 
ever u snook me out of the rut of complacency into which I 

01Vil

to television, t had com? +n ato re®Jore W critical sense as regards
bite the hand that feeds you" thing w^ch^isntt^ltoSthe/1,0^5^’'301'1^ °f & "don,t 
needs to be bit a few times. S ™ altogether good for commercial TV

the Sc“e"ntS ^e'pS^eSS ^s~“3 ™ ™S?on 

to be to get as much moneyas possible and tthelASth what the^Slic^ants.SeenUng 

S™ Sils-i"2-.:£?:s\s ess ixrexxx £:h 

KX,“^4s.*ais ax sa rfs

In television the viewer is considered two times a.year. -This is during 
rating period—a 30 day period in the spring and fall—when the statiors trv°to at

s ©“ —S'--" ’with commercials. There are people watching this show.
cated show called "Bold Journey". lou may have seen this^l S^LXk^en 
. was a network show, it consists 01 movies made by amateur and professional ex
plorers and adventures documenting all sorts of.edd and wild parts of the world 
such as the Congo basin, the Amazon jungle, New York City, etc. "Bold Journey" has 
^Jarg® j-aithiul audience, it is a show with appeal for the whole family. Jr 
likes to watch the wild animals, Horn likes to watch the handsome explorers and pop 
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gets his kicks Watching these borme£, bare-breasted, brown skin belles. Mom doesn’t 
aPP^ve of this, of course, and thinks "they" ought to make the girls nut some clottos 
on although she sighs mightily whenever the handsome explorer takes off his shirt. 
It is a good show despite the fact that the explorers seem to be standing in line*to 

ssune ®Pots« I even like it myself. According to the schedule, "Bold
Journey is a 30 minute show that runs from 6;00 to 6«3O. Sure it does. All 19 min - 

01 it. The show actually canes on at 6:03 which cuts it to 27 minutes, six 
oi ‘those 27 minutes are devoted to commercials—three breaks of two minutes each— 
and the opening and closing announcements plus program promotions use up another two 
minutes. Time those half-hour shows son© time.
.. _ , We used a lot of movies. The sta
tion lor winch I worked, specialized in movies and ran them at every opportunity. Be
cause they are comparatively cheap and usually well sponsored. Me plugged each film 
as ujust one of the 2,000 movies in our film library, mo view viewed regularly by more 
people than any other program.^ The standing joke was that when we said the movies 
were "viewed regularly" we meant they were seen over and over again. The good ones 
were shewn during the rating period, the rest of the dogs in the package ran during 
the other ten months. Sometimes, if the viewer watched the show often enough, he 
might get to see the whole thing. If it was scheduled fcr the late show and the di
rector was in no hurry to go home. Mostly our viewer saw parts of the movie. A 
movie time.slot.was usually two hours long—120 minutes. So we schedule a movie that 
has a running time of 115 minutes and it seems that shouldn’t present any problems. 
Except that there are also 18 minutes of commercials to be gotten in plus a one min
ute opening and a one minute close and we have 135 minutes to get into the 120 minute 
time slot. Guess what gets cut? There are two ways of editing a movie while you 
are running it; one is to let the film roll during the commercial breaks so that the 
viewers miss, only a couple of minutes at a time, or you can time out your last reel, 
iigure when it has to be rolled in order to get out on time and when that time arrives 
roll the film and then get to it as soon as possible, it sometimes gets a bit con- 
_using for tte viewers but who cares——we got the c'cmnercials in. ■

I could, I suppose, 
continue, but what purpose is there to it? You get the idea. IThat has all this to 
do with science-±iction? Nothing, but you must admit it is pretty fantastic. Let’s 
veer off onto something else. .

THE BEST FROM STARTLING STORIES was compiled by Sam Mines and published in 1953. 
It may seem a bit late to be doing a review of it now, ten years later, but you know 
how I am...I think the decade of the foolish fifties was a period when good stf was 

glTarly hard to Come 0f late I’ve been reading some of the anthologies from 
the shelves of the.Albuquerque Public Library (which is, I’m sure those of you who 
recall the discussion will be interested to know, officially on record to the effect 
that Jack Vance is Henry Kuttner and all Vance’s books are filed under the Ks,) and 
going, back over some of the stories I skipped the first time around. I figure that 
by this time the anthologists, may their tribe increase, will have pretty well sifted

DYNATRON

the hundreds of tales that were published 
between 1950 and I960 and extracted what 
few nuggets there were. John Baxter says 
I shouldn’t dismiss a whole decade of stf 
writing with a few words of condemnation 
and his is, of course, right about that. 
But Sturgeon’s law can be applied to the 
yarns written in the 1950s and have room 
to spare. During that decade 99 percent 
of all stf was crud. However, there were 
more than enough fair-to-middling yams in 
the remaining one percent to fill several 
anthologies.
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in its besteday5y?eatu?2Gno^ ICngS^stbriS T °f S?AR™ for3S
ana none of the novels are represented h^rf t’t lsavxng the shorter yanrs to TITS, 
here, interesting and intriguing and in 4 X?VTver ?['ere ’',03re g°od stories 
be called a classic. rxgl'ln^ ana> in my opinion,.there is one that deserves to 

geon. This is Sturgeon during the^eSod when th?!t? .Synergy" by Theodore Stur- 
they were by tossing a bit of°sex into the v!rnSie.ftfzinfs Vere showing how adult 
Tuis is the tale of a biochemist wh<-> -•> i ya^nSj> Xt lsn'^ Sturgeon at his best, 
during sexual intercourse and who'discoveredVf the body’s cheraic^ reactions 
of him,, in an earlier period the JZtbat SCared the held 
trating on the idea but this was written in thp^n be,en wfdtten differently concen- 
from ideas to people, (ustf is big tin- mw - + /°S tne ^h^1313 had shifted 
the general public doesnrt want to tad t rea??y the ^al ^d 
The genera! public ls sc^e™ “ £-ad about rdeas, lt vants to read about people, 
so he beds dorm the girl regulariX ---------- '
>ion in this semi-mystery story and it 
the case of the girl* "Killy, j had a

■ tbe general publi; and
CXX Te xMaS KTiSts^S0’ 
Consequently the emphasis is on characteriza- 
thinknb"T7ed and overdone> particularly in
UXililrCy o o'

Sc ch J
1^+,.^ n sturgeon puts forth some in- 
botwen morals and ethics, a subject uhteh

Pd be hard pit 
a group-while ethics 

™rXical8b!X “X or immoral
° XXXX The act ™rder, for 

one with which
-j I do 

of^a fraud shakes me

Itom. Alma Hill’s constant and

teresting discussion of the difference
nas been kicked around in the fansine.q wii-hn„+ -------- ’ Q OUUJCUU wmqn
in my own mind there is a difference but a,satisfactory conclusi
says that morals'are the nat+emoXf JX-XX X licUVt pu& G0 aer: 
are the, .patterns of an individual ^thin^he^ sur7ival within „ 
group. Therefor it is possible for an ^+. -P?^_L°17ards?he .survival of the 
and unethical or moral but unethical or 
instance, could be immoral but, nevertheless ’ --------  •
for the survival of the group. Tt is an 1 the murder Was necessary
I’m not going to argue, i have never interest--nS proposition and one wi” 
feel rather strongly torajds ethlcl X °Xn, +00n0erIBd wlth “rals but 
sleeping uith Man but the perpeiratio?o?’- X?.,ca,re ons or ™othe 
matter of norals, the latte? aXXr ofXtesT

vituperative attacks on the chanard-pr n-p t • • — — w wnovctuT, ancith« .-a +1,„ 1 e °aaracter of Al Lems aao unethical sime they thJeSten

may, "The Ilages of Synergy" isn’t top-flight

sex. AXFisT^X' b7 S; J’ is another 
-e orown Son slXTX 3 lar-°« Planet Mth a

is are mentally impressed unon it The -■’-i -- assume whatever character
----- ; type*

"The

girl in. this case is a bit romantic so 
bhe’s also something of a prude.

the whole of the HFFF*
o. n Be that as it
cburgeon despite the title pun.

character study with a dash of s 
"Castaway Companion" that can be 
isticr
her. castaway companion isTi^dsome

Townsley Rogers has "Moment Without Time" d • Joel
the nature of time at the moment of his * a ^s^ian scientist who discovers 
walk freely about making changes.?ft^ avall^ he Can stop

series of ISartian Chronicles which Rav nradhn™ hT- “-ng of Naffies" is one the 
1°lofJears* This one concerns the efforts of ?1A\TLING and ^3 over a per-
of i,arth on ancient Tiars only to have things turn Col°ny to W^ess the image
setting this story, as. with the majority c" Brndburvts°J+°S^e* .Despite the Martian 
tion, Bradbury’s Mars is located in +13 X B- bury 3 stories, is not science-fic- 
whatsoever with our nei^borS pl^et S Jd-? has no relationship

. great regularity and they were "highly accxLZdtZ™ °f 33 bought the3e stories with 
pite all the publicity he has received no X »+• ™any readers. I wonder why? Desthink Bradbury ever r^ote XtenceXSon X writer" I don't
LIFE and the slicks, Thei? gate! He ta eone °n to

x-age 6
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"No Land of Nod" by Sherwood Springer caused a bit of a furor when it first ap
peared becaused it used as a plot gimmick one of the greatest of Christian taboos— 
incest. Other than that it is a fair-to-middling last-couple-on-Earth story. In 
most yarns of this type the hero and heroine fade into the sunset with their mission 
of re-creating the human race. Springer draws on GENESIS for his title and basic 
idea. According to the Bible Cain went off into the ’’Land of Mod" where he picle d 
himself up a wife, (This has confounded Christian fundamental i sts for generations 
since they never can explain just how this woman got into the picture.) But Spriner 
points out that if the last-couple-on-Earth are just that then there is no Land of 
Nod to which the second generation can conveniently journey to find mates. Thus if 
the race is to continue the reality of what is called "incest" must be faced. He 
Handled the theme well and without sensationalism for which he is rightly remembered. 
More or less* — .

"Who’s Cribbing" by Jack Lewis is an inconsequential tale told in 
the form of an exchange of letters* It concerns a stf writer whose material is re
jected because it is all copied from the works of an earlier writer of whom our hero 
has never heard and whose yarns can’t bfe found since the zines in which they appeared 
seem to have vanished. Frothy.

Arthur On clarke’s "Thirty Seconds - Thirty Days" 
is unusual in that he switches heroes in the middle of the flight. At the beginning 
of t he tale the Spaceship Captain is the hero and the Ship’s engineer appears as 
the dirty no-good. About midway through they switch places, otherwise this is a 
tale of a spaceship on the Earth-Venus run (ah^ remember the days when we figured to 
colonize Venus?) which has the misfortune of having its oxygen supply wrecked by a 
meteorite. There is enough air to last both members of thee rew 20 days. Or one 
of them 30 days.

in "Noise” Jack Vance paints with words. Vance is a master of 
description and in this tale of an Earthman marooned on an alient planet he presents 
some of the loyliest descriptive passages this side of Merritt. I can see the pro
cession of various colored suns and the natives of the planet become more real to me, 
as they do to the protagonist of the story, with the passing of each differently- 
colored day. The writers of some of todays 
"literary" type stories should study the 
works of Jack Vance.

And here is the one 
I consider to be a classic. Edmond 
Hamilton’s "TJhat’s It Like Out There?" A 
bitterish tale that strikes a responsive 
chord with anyone who has gone off to 
supposedly glamourous places——or events— 
and must return home and conceal the 
truth—that there is no glamour, just 
work and hardship.... ..... ........

"What’s It Like out
There" is a bit out of the ordinary for 
01’ World-NTecker Hamilton but it is a 
tale well told and one that is not to be 
forgotten. TThen our first spacemen get 
back from the Moon and beyond think a bit 
before you ask, '"That's It Like out There?"

There is no denying that Ed Hamilton 
is one of my favorite authors and has been 
ever since I began reading this crazy Buck 
Rogers stuff. Jfost of the time he writes 
not science-fiction but science-fantasy as 
he tends to ignore scientific fact and 
remake the various worlds to suit his tale.
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This, doesn’t bother me particularly since I am as fond of fantasy as I am of science
fiction,

AH HA1 Fourteen neofen now think they have me in a corner for I condemned 
Ray Bradbury for doing this just a few paragraphs back. But there is a difference 
and to me- it is a big one. Ed Hamilton is a story-teller, Ray Bradbury is not. iy 
first demand- of any author of fiction, stf or mundane, is "tell me.a story". Tell 
me ah interesting story, a romantic story, a story that will arouse my sense of won
der. Hamilton never fails to do this. ■

He is at his best, perhaps, in writing a 
tale of nostalgia, a story of men of the far future returning to an ancient and al
most forgotten Earth. Hamilton can move me with his words .and that isn’t easy to 
do for I am mostly a cynical type, I don’t know and don’t care how his work stacks 
up as' "literature" but Ed Hamilton’s name on the cover will sell me a magazine,

, A.E.
Van Vogt is represented in this volume by "Dormant" which concerns itself with a 
strange thing found on a pacific island after the war—a very strange thing indeed, 
A chilly tale of what even man might achieve—someday,

_ ’ And last there is "Dark Nup
tial" by Robert Donald Locke. The matter transmitter has been written of often in 
science-fiction, perhaps the best treatment and explanation of it was in "Rogue 
Hoon". .The.basic idea of both "Dark Nuptial" and "Rogue Noon" is the seme—that an 
item which is moved from place to place by a matter transmitter is broken down into 
electrical signals and it is these signals which are transmitted, not matter itself. 
They can be recorded-, of course, the same as any other electrical signal, TThen the 
object'being moved is a human being then metaphysical complications enter into the 
talej If a man dies and is re-created from his matter-transmitter recording, is he 
the same man? ■ Does he have a soul? There are similarities and dissimilarities be
tween "Dark Nuptial" and "Rogue Poon", it isn’t easy to decide which deals best 
with the idea, -

. THE BEST FROLI STARTLING STORIES. Dell, not really the best but cer
tainly not the worst eitner, STARTLING and THS are long gone and I don’t suppose 
ire'll ever see their likes again* They had their own special appeal and as science- 
ficiton went the "Thrilling Twins" had their own special plateau; somewhere below 
the lofty peak of ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION and way above the depths of AMAZING 
STORIES and certainly way above 9/10 of‘the flood of prozines that appeared in the 
1950s, But when the flood receded they, too, were gone, Alas.

Alas, alas, for Uncle Joe, he's gone beyond the stars. I miss him, oh, I miss him 
so. He had such good cigars.

_ Anybody know yrhat happened to some of the writers featured in that anthology? 
Nho was and what happened to R. J, McGregor? Joel Townsley Rogers? Sherwood Springer? 
Robert Donald Locke? Sounds like a bunch of pen-names for Brett Sterling,

$
. He have had (l gotta get some new corflu—this stuff is getting thick) fannish 

visitors of late, ol' Tyrannical Al Lewis stopped by on his way to lldwestcon and 
Lids out neon and trie wilds of Laine where he will make the sun go out and chatted for 
a few hours, He discussed all sorts of interesting things like stf and the latest 
gossip from the coast and fandom and the N3F and the N3F and the n3F. Al and I are 
on the Directorate along with Art Rapp, Dave Hulan, and Big-Hearted. Howard, and are 
considered fair—or perhaps unfair—game by the 103£ Neffers, It is a .ball, I’ve 
decided, to drop most N3F activity next year although I will retain ■my membership, 
for I find it to be using more than its share of my limited-fanac time. Hhen £ 
should be writing things for SHAGGY that I send to Ed Cox to print in his FAPAzine, 
or working on DYNATRON or CAPA or something else I usually find myself pouring over 
N3F business. So I’ve decided I won’t run for re-election. Unless, of course, the 
W Heifers force to. jgflf MY
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ED COZ A somewhat irregular regular column

TNICE UNDER HEAVILY

RENAIoSANCE Not by Raymond F. Jones, in this case. Fiction from the Golden Ages
DEPART1WT: (pick one, they all are...) of fantastic adventure is on us in droves.

, . The Edgar Rice Burroughs type, that is. The reissue of various and
sundry titles of Tarzan, the liars, Venus and pellucidar epics has been welcomed with 
open arms by many, if not by the ERB estate. I think it is lots of fun and plan to 
amass the Avon paper-backs, if no others. But this isn’t the main point of this 
bit. The ERB stories are coming into the public domain. Nobody loses credit, that 
they.would otherwise,deserve, by their publication. But it does lead to the other, " 
shadier side of reprinting. Not blatant outright reprinting but pretty much a 
wholesale resemblance to fiction net credited to its originator, to put it nicelike.

"Twilight zone" has always been suspect by some people as to the originality of 
some of its material. There is a fine line that can and must be drawn between the 
idea, or theme of a science-fiction or fantasy story. Like time-travel. The concept 
belongs to anybody who wants to use it, write it up any way it strikes them and 
which maizes a good story. Nobody can quarrel with that. And my quarrel, minor as 
it is, is not rd th "Twilight Zone" which, in its hour format, I watch faithfully.

It is instead, vdth the current (March 1963) Sunday series of "Flash Gordon". 
If any of you have noticed, it has for several weeks been involved vdth an Earth ad
venture wherein a professor perfects an atomic-powered (i believe) dome which is im
pervious to any Iznown man-made force of destruction. So far, so good. A force fieU 
is an old and reusable theme in science-fiction. Anybody’s property. Then the plot 
progresses to where the old prof is going to use it to encompass a city to prove .■ . 
that it will protect our cities from nuclear destruction. So a huge dome of force 
blots out, you guessed it, New York (or its Flash Gordon Tirae equivalent). . Here, it 
suddenly resembles greatly a story from quite a few years back. Espoc-i ally when in
explicably the dome doesn’t come. down when it should and the people are trapped in
side, no way of communicating, etc. No way of digging under or anything.

Yes, people, if you will turn to page h2 of the December 1936 issue of TTTRTT.TJNG 
■BONDER STORIES, you’ll see Arthur Leo Zagat’s story, "The Lanson Screen", in which 
a professor invents a force field which he uses to show how New York could be 
sheilded from air-attack. But something happens and it stays up and stays and stays 
and they can’t dig under it or fly over it and the people are trapped inside with 
diminishing supplies of food, water, heat, and air. This was later reprinted in 
either STARTLING STORIES or FANTASTIC STORY MAGAZINE. But I think my point is made. 
Coincidence, Maybe, but I don’t think Arthur Leo Zagat is writing Flash Gordon 
these days.,... ' .

MOVIE Still they come, the grade Z "science-fiction" shockers. Host people, and 
DEBT: the reviewers, equate stf vdth horror, especially the people who write the 

billings for the papers. One such that ground out of the mill recently is 
entitled "The Day Yars Invaded Barth", written by Harry Spalding, whom we all ’mow, 
I’m sure, it starred Kent/Taylor, Karie Windsor and "illiam Hirns. And the "gigantic 
action showj" hever had more than six people on the screen at a time! Briefly, we 
send a crawler-type exploratory vehicle to Pars (it took only a few hours) and just 
as it starts transmitting, there’s a sudden spurt of output and it dies. He get to 
see this. Then back on earth the top scientist goes back west to rest and reconcile 
vdth his estranging wife. This takes place where, in fact the rest of the movie does, 
on an estate in Beverly Hills, It is a good setting for the building of tension as 
the.family discovers there’s somebody else among themj the plot rapidly takes on a 
familiar bent. An alien, obviously from Hars, can assume anybody’s shape. !7e even
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sec this, wowiol And the idea is, when the hero confronts his dopnleranger in a 
tense scone, that it it wipes out this scientist and his family, Lars wonit be threa
tened with invasion from Earth (why else would we wanna go there for?) and they’d 
all be safe. Because, of course, the project would fall apart if the scientist.' is 
did away with, yes sir, So he calls in his scientist buddy from the Cane who helms 
-■j-fnre out how the thing got to Earth and how to get help, etc. Needless to say?

' pyora herG there is the last attempt to escape and we find
^ar ian has buddies with whom he intends to duplicate the whole bunch (five') of « heroes ^counting the family hut not the dog). T<n not going to rovoh tile erf- 

ing, even though I wasn’t cautioned about this when T entered the theatre before the 
firsi Ife minutes were over. Some one of you, or more, might go if it’s still eround 
by now and haven’t seen it already. The ending is worth the whole picture, "

11 has done what vre all> G11 of US old space onera 
lans that is, had hoped it wouldn’t, although we knew better. Yes. 
it s true. Gone are the damp, steamy jungles spawning .great, massive 

.As the newer school

VENUS, ALAS’

reptillian creatures, eternal rain and vast planet-wide seas
Con/ndGdyears ago, it is a dust bowl and those clouds are'just 

thnt’the'iunX?^- * ?^° always. imagined to be hyper-tropical so
e?dodHnr1’ounwd gigantic mushroom shapes to confound the sweatyexplor- 
er dodging thx ^roenies’ eart-guns, is indeed high. Some 600° F even on the dark 
slJe» Bor even this,- T»m told, is true. The rotation, as discovered by radar?4 
not the same as our own and there is a dark side and a light side., I donf? Xm- 
ber reading uhis buu somebody told me and they added that the wind carried the -unor 
heated, dust around the . planet so the temperature is equally Mgh all^ve?. X - g 
sadciening, yi.aiow, because according to the scientists, life as we ’mow it can’t X 
lite B^soon^nt’ ° E° ?U ““ Tro“’orfl!1 rM”3T S™E3 ton the drain, just jjew. uvum

pole to^oi^^ratXS tel1 us Wt Neptune isn’ t a vast blue ■ sea from

PROJECTS FOR 
FANS DEPT:
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COTOi^infn^+^n0^7^^' 10t* ThSy’ 01’ Wa’ 10VG t0 li3t thi^S 
c01 pile ^information and indices. From \7IIY is A FAN? to the annual ’ 

tae contents of CRT,- the. DAT. Em and THE CHeIliST OF FAN- 
if the 4ozine^ < 3 Unger’s typed lists, by issue, of.the contents
° , Paines, .All these end many more can adorn the shelves of the collecting
onerJotioXvithtS? PiS broucht up a couple * othor possible projects to? «io 

1 J ’'lib tine ana resources, one is an index of the contents of WIlTOM 
ought up designate the next big annish and somebody get cracldn*?/so"’ 

?ot, cracking, Edco< rt| Then on a.larger scale is the other idea I had, Goin* 
baern uo tne idea^ox various typot of fans, we have the collector-fan. Tt used to be 
that ...Imost any xan collected just as a matter of course. It was mart of bein'* a 

faJ}’ as touting on the FAPA waiting list seems to be'now/ At 
rc.ue, m te^e days of a small selection of stfzines, collecting may be on the tro- 

ur?C’ '/11Grc ls.f.° 7?ch stuff available in paperbacks that nobody can buy them all" 
new or keep up with them. Especially if you try to collect hardcover stuff, too.

binding out what you may want is to read the reviews, ’’The Reference 
Library- in ANALOG along with the reviews in the other'orozines, orettv thorou*Mv 

$*• tne for = pors°n *ah^trSLs 2 sx 
,Tnc ldGa Uhen, is to index all the reviews in ASF, r-SF 

buy^oX^^Cat?ondaJcS/sX'RightX S° to CG^Gntions to

hurrv'ifun7 S?—; 3hf?ld kbcP some enthusiastic fan busy for weeks. And 
lurry, it up.. I’m trying to catch up on my collecting and need the information,”

ED coz 
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UNFI NAL ANALYSIS A New Column by JOHN BAXTER
o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o 
o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o NOTES WARDS A DEFINITION OF YOU-KNOW-WAT o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o 
o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/ 0/ o/o/o/0/0/0/0/ 0/0/o/o/o/o/o/ 0/0/o/o/o/o/o/o/ 0/ o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o/o

There is a not unamusing jazz joke concerning a discussion of the origins of 
jazz among some prominent critics. Marshall Stearns, an export on the chants and 
songs of the cotton-pickers, was to explain how jazz was imported from Africa on the 
slave ships. Rudi B-lesh, another dabbler in the antique, would continue with an ac
count of its establishment in New Orleans, while Louis Armstrong would explain how 
it sailed on the riverboats to Chicago. Then Leonard Bernstein would oxpl ai n o~l] 
about the final arrival and perfection in New York. At this point, it was suggested, 
Herbie Hann (a keen experimenter in Latin American and native rhythms) would argue 
that it never came over from Africa in the first place.

I wontt ask you to laugh. The only reason I quoted this limp little anecdote 
was to illustrate that other fields have much the same problems as we do. Any re
putable critic will be glad to give you a capsule history of science-fiction, neatly 
divided off into periods, styles and approaches. But, as Ed Cox points out in DYNA
TRON 16, there are so many inconsistencies in our system of definition that it f al 1 s 
down almost every time we put it to the test. If "Stranger In A Strange Land" is 
science-fiction, why do we have reservations about Gore Vidal’s "Messiah", which has 
an almost identical theme? T/hat is the vital difference between EARTH ABIDES and 
ALAS BABYLON which places the first among our most honoured works and the other in 
the. demi monde? How can we admit an oddity like SOLE OF YOIR BLOOD while refusing 
similar recognition to other studies of abnormal psychology? Certainly the whole 
problem demands examination.

l.y own thinking on the subject is by no means conplete, and I’m sure it will 
change as I think some more; but briefly, I’m inclined to feel that the vital d-iffer-
ence between science—fiction and the rest - 
seems to be a great difference between the

DYNATRON

>f literature is one of approach. There 
ways in which a sf writer and a mainstream 

one "work up" an idea into a saleable 
piece of fiction. A great deal has 
been written about the working methods 
of the sf writer, and from all this dis
cussion has emerged the general agree
ment that a sf writer conceives stories 
in terms of plots rather than of people. 
In fact, in most sf stories, the cen
tral focal point of interest is not the 
protagonist but the idea which motiva
tes the plot. As Kingsley Amis summed 
it up in HEN MAPS OF HELL, the plot is 
often the hero. This situation seldom 
occurs in mainstream fiction, and a fre
quent result of the gap is this confu
sion as to what is science-fiction and 
what is not.

On considering a few examples of 
parallel thinking but varying approaches, 
there are signs of some logic in this 
view. ON THE BEACH, for instance, has 
a typical sf plot - civilization wiped 
out by atomic radiation, yet the ap
proach used by Shute makes little use
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of the idea, ' concentrating mainly on the mental attitude of the people remaining a- . ■ 
live. ".'hero, in a sf story, the characters would be making irameri'se efforts to avoid 
the catastrophe no max ter how hopeless the situation (as in I’clntosh’s OHE IIT TIRES 
HUNDRED), Shute’s characters just sit dorm and while away the last few months on the 
beach.^ In comparing Orwell’s l?8h (not sf) and Korribluth’s CHRISTBLAS EVE (definitely 
in), the same similarities and differences appear. Both stories deal with revolution 
against a totalitarian state. However, Orwell subordinates his story of "Tinston 
Smith’s revolt to a. study of the character’s mental outlook and the philosophy of the 
state in wheih he lives. The "action" of the revolt is cut back to'a semi-symbolic 
and abortive protest, without dignity'or effect. On the other hand, Kornbluth studies 
t ne key figure of a large revolution, involves him in complex plans and strategems, 
unites him with a vast adventure story chronicling the entire incident and sweeps his' 
readers along in his detailed description of the plans for ‘ “ 
the uprising. Clearly, the sf writer thinks in term;
ters are concerned primarily with attitude, personal

_ „ S1 vrri’bGrs ‘i>u-rn to ndn-sf material, ono is struck even more forcibly by the 
gulf between working systems.in sf and other fields ‘'

and final consumption of 
i of mechanics-, while other wri- < 
feelings and beliefs, .

rmT.T „ _ -- Edgar pangborn»s recent THE
TRIAL S CALLISTA BLAKE provides an interesting study case. On the surface, this.is 
a typical courtroom drama. A young girl, unconventional and outspoken, is arraigned 
on a cnargc ci murdering.a well-liked woman in a small country town, . she is involved 
in the accidental poisoning of the woman,.and, as the evidence is almost completelv 
circumstantial, her fate rests in the hands of the jury, Naturally, they sentence 
her to death - not because she is guilty, but because she is different,'. This is an 
immensly good oook, well written and compelling; it’s clear that pangborn has at last 
mscoverod the water in which he swims best. But the curious thin^ is that, after hnX? ro^SGd?hftuses a pure sf plot. Here is the old’aliXs- 
hostile environment situation, where an innocent visitor battles against the s upersti
tions and customs of a race completely alien to him. Philip Jose Farmer built his" ~ 
repatation on 10; writers on tine themes, anthropology and associated 
all the time. And Edgar pangborn, no doubt unwittingly, has employed 
temporary novel. . . ~ J

subjects use it 
it in this con-

The sf field. 
— _a sf while

j one I’P sure you can think of many others, E„ .
and its iringes abound with writers like .pangbora, who retain their roots in ._ 
appearing to ily far from it; and along with these, , there are many who seem very clcse 
to si but inreality are part of another world entirely. T wonder if the vital"defi
nition of science-fiction does not.hinge on:the varying approaches of these writers, 
and their ability to separate themselves from traditional writing, methods and create 
ompletcly original works, perhaps the great mainstream authors are those who have 

broken away iron a stock approach, while the lesser ones have, li^e most science
fiction writers, "never left Africa' in the first place." .

®^LI1I?SAT Ethel Lindsay's recounting of her travels in America as the
182^rraon-bol F? roprosentativc last year, is available through Ron Bilik, . 
■oa/o ranoS i’iilAV+n^,aIfS An231GS California. The cost of this handsome, 60 
Villustrated _ by Arthur Thomson, is one dollar rad all proceeds go to W.

hirecommend tee Lindsay Report even if you are not interested in TAK?—and' ’
you snould be; Etnel is an excellent writer and her observations on life" in the U.S 

whole—are well worth reading?* * 
Itu LlHDoAi REPORT-—one buck—cheap. Got. it,

. , ' , : The TAEF campaign shoi Id be interest-
7 A . 3 y Should be. But isn't.. Three.candidates vying for the trin but up 
to unw.none ox then seem overly enthusiastic about it. The official platforms are 
worthless. Jally Jeber seems the livliost of the lot so I guess Till vote for him.
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STAN ITOOLSTON discusses
xcxoxoxoxox exoxoxox ox oxoxoxox ox oxoxoxoxo::ox ox oxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox oxox oxox ox ox ox oxoxox 
xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox TIE SPIRIT OF SCIENCE-FICTION xoxoxoxoXoxoxoxoxoxcxoxcx 
xoxexoxoxoxox ex oxoxox ex ex oxoxoxox oxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxnxoxox oxox oxox oxoxoxoxoxoxox ox

The ’’spirit” of science fiction is,.,what? Instead of debating the definition 
of SF,.getting an idea of what it is, what imaginative quality plus any other ele
ments involved might bo a productive approach* Not that a definition doesn’t have 
its advantages, but it is only part of'what is involved. Any definition is only nar- 
tial—otherwide to define "story”, say, would be the same as telling a story.

A science-fiction story has, ideally, a feeling that is contradictoryj the term 
itself is contradictory since fiction is the opposite of fact and science is an ac
cumulation of fact. If a definition of SF is possible it will have to be a special 
case and rather general which will, of course, lead to differences of opinion as to 
what it moans. But generalities are still useful, and remind, mo of the math terms 
which show relationships that specific terms may not be able to show. The A, B, and 
C of algebra and geometry may show how to handle a problem more clearly than giving 
numerical values in place of the letters. So it may be that a rather general defi
nition of SF will help to clarify what it is.

To my mind SF is a story involving the problems of people in relation to scionc c, 
Science is definable as measurement of a phenomena or activity—but not necessarily 
an exact measurement,

■FAIL SAFE, for instance, is a problem story based on an area of science: engi
neering; socio-engincoringj perhaps, if'politics can bo formally given a title of a 
scientific sort. A hackneyed space opera might bo SF but it might not be a "problem” 
in the mind of the reader; in such a case would wo call it SF?

A story dealing with the outre, the out-of-this-worId ghost, or similar mani
festations is usually considered to bo fantasy. However, the story may wear the 
dress of weirdness or othor-worldncss and still be science-fiction, of course, if 
we have an affinity for pure fantasy then wo might label such a story as fantasy, or 
weird, etc, T would say, tentatively, that the category a story is put into is a 
matter of personal judgement depending on experience, interest, and other factors.

Inasmuch as I like "pure fantasy”, "science-fantasy” and straight science-fiction 
I do not lot the refinements of categories bother me—but they arc handy to consider. 
If wo find that a certain mag specializes in a certain typo then it is possible to 
select reading to fit the mood.

The spirit of science-fiction is,,,mostly what each of us makes of it individu
ally I should think, '

STAN UOOLSTON 
. ... .Ii you’re thinking about getting yourself onto the mailing list by contributing 

material one last few pages should give you an idea of the direction in which wo arc 
bent. Articles concerning fantasy and science-fiction are welcomed, indeed, they 
are launched for. I am NOT interested in material on other fandoms or life in your 
apartment or who hit Nelly in the belly'with an eel—unless you’re reforins to an 
episode by. Throne smith, Jazz and Jass, folksongs and filksongs belong elsewhere. 
I’ll take interviews with stf personalities, biographies, critical essays, and other 
stf-slantod items, Material on.the pulpzinos is welcome; comicbooks are out. Poli
tics are maybe in maybe out—it all depends. Fiction is acceptable in small doses. 
Trip and con reports, yes; fangabs, yes; but most of all I’ll accept—and want
contributions dealing with stf, fantasy, weird, old zine reviews and now book re
views, Now zinc reviews and old book reviews, you got ’em? Send ’em in, RT
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A somewhat reduced lettered since the lastish was mailed so late.

feedbackitmtiiiwim
.TADASHI KOUSAI As you searched for SF in Japan now I search for it
presso BOTT. GUIDO DURANTE, in Italy. So far I have found several magazines.
VIA MARAGLIANO 2-7 FANTASIA E FANTASCIENZA (l.FSF Italian editicn ) L.2^0.
GENOVA, ITALIA (The rate of exchange is 621 lira to the dollar).

' GALAXY (Italian edition) L.1^0. GALASSIA which has 
long stories only, L.180. i romanz: del COSH) fantascienza also features long sto
ries only, L.1J?O. URANIA, also long stories only, L.1^0. URANIA.is issued fort
nightly, the rest are monthly. I have also found THE BLACK CLOUD by F. Hoyle in an 
Italian language paperback. I must study my Italian very quickly.

^ICeep us posted on what you find, Tadashi. Have you found anything resemb
ling SF fandom in Italy? //ART RAPP: Five prozines plus paperbacks. Give 
us your report on Italian stf and fandom. RT# •

, *
HARRY HARNER, JR. Others may marvel at Tolkein country or astronauts,. I'prefer to 
h-23 SUI.0.5IT AVENUE find amazement in the fact that I’m commenting on fanzines with- 
HAGERSTCHN, ID. in a month of their receipt. $Find further amazement in that 

your letter is published so quickly after I received it. RTf 
The writing of the fan history may engross me so much that. I’ll drop everything else 
in the interests of completing the job. The actual writing faegan a week ago /this 
letter dated 21May63, Rt/ and is going somewhat easier than I’d forseen. The style 
is stiffer than I’d prefer but that’s probably the result of nerves and stagefright 
and I think: I’ll be able to loosen it up by the time I write the second draft.

, I thought that the fucker item was brand new until I reached, the footnote on its 
first page, since I Nave a normally goed memory, have been in f and an longer than any 
except a few dozen without gafiation, and didn’t recognize it, there is a valuable 
lesson herein: unlimited supplies of fanzine material are available from the fan

zines of the 19b.Os. you didn’t need any 
explanatory notes on this one, although I 
seem to detect allusions to actual NFFF ' 
crises in some of the provisions. ^Uh-huh, 
and it would apply pretty well today, too. 
Pong suggested we submit it to the member
ship for a vote and I’m tempted.«.RTjf

We shall pass in respectful silence 
over the working of the Baxter quiz and 
the results that arose from this process. 
I’m'quite happy with my comic books, thank 
you, and maybe I’ll enjoy one part of the 
Discon more completely as a result of my 
new status. I’ll let you in on only one 
small segment of the truth; that I not 

.only didn’t.know the answers to some of 
the itmes, but had never heard of two a? 
three of the stories from which the queries 
came...

like Deckinger’s little piece suffers 
from the same malady that afflicts so much 
fanzine fiction. I can’t figure out ex
actly what happened. _ If this was something 
that vrent on as a result of a concession
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to return to life granted by some deity 
after the main character’s death, I don’t 
understand why he should end up once again
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HARlfR, cont id.
in tHe. seconds "before he died, If the story is supposed to tell of intervention by 
sone higher power just before the boiibs fell, permitting certain individuals to re— 
live a liuule of the past before meeting death, the story should, be rewritten to 
eliminate all possibility of the other interpretation. The apparent premise, that 
tne simple little every day acts can be infinitely precious if one can’t participate 
in them any more, is pretty well conveyed.

, .^'le ’^I’anslatea story is much more unified and professional in content and st’-'le. 
t tnink Tic. Ih.e it i.. it Weren’t for the fact that T can’t stand anything related 
to rac.-.ng, morse or motor vehicle variety. I vas lost to the race enthusiasts when 
young, because j. discovered that in every race eno of the participants alwa-’S 
finishes ahead of the others, and after r learned that secret all the jo?’- Trent out 
of the sport.

Dubious examples don’t invalidate a definition. You’re an adult and your dav.gh- 
ters are children, ano. the fact that there are some teenagers at an inbetween stage 
who are hard, to fit into either category doesn’t make the usual def ?.nitions of 

■’adult” and "child” useless. T thin’.: that A SpAJI] 0? is not stf by com
mon sense even if it fits a definition of the literature (T didn’t read ■'OTTap ■ "j 
C0..3.1, T). Booth Tarkington’s ALTO” AD.’fb vrould be stf under some def?.nitions be ■ 
cause the plot hinges around an improved kind, of glue that a man has invented. 'T 
don’t feel that a story is worth rating as stf, even if it fits the definitions, 
when tne new gadgets or its location in the future have no real effect on the plot. 
It’s just the sane as palmer’s conversion of westerns into '■■nace operas- technical??/- 
they pep the definition but why worry about it, '..hen it’s obvious the”- weren’t worth 
fussing about?

fit all depends upon the personal point of view. I believe it was paku-'i 
3hibano (either he or Toyoda) who mentioned that at one of the Japanese 
fangabs the idea was advanced that all fiction is fantas" of one type or 
another. Generally we all know what io roeant by ”science-fiction” even if 
we are hard nut to give an actual definition. .11”. the altei'native names 
that have been nut forward as a substitute for 3P are no better.

3D co::, doool: it yi? 'ryu:

d03 .J.LLIi: ‘3 I don’t notice any change in the contents of /J’ALOG fiction.rise, 
l^ly; 30UT” .AL., departmentwi.se or otherwise (save for those more easily seen 
TLIIIIIT, rOIIHl covers and those genuine ICLITTPICI^L adverts). It’s -‘not so 

much pouring of old wine into new bottles, fold w'ne i’s t>e best 
kind. PTf ' '*

The size has the allure of a novelty (nothing in flat size since the decade old 
3T PLUS) but it’s harder to read abed. (000?S. '.nd me with ny /.Y1LOG3 la'dng right 
smack dab on top of 3 TT T..7.ITB.) I mean, the digest size '.roi1. could hold with one 
nand while tne other was xree to feed your face. The new size ea.lJ.s for using both 
hands and makes it awkward. to read and. snack at the same tie, you have to roll 
over on your sid.e and lay the nag out on the bed and pin it down rd th one hwid. This 
is not a good position to read f'C’s editorials in. The blood sun-??- is cut cff~ 
just a smidgen to the brain and I need, all the nourish'.ent ry brain can get to com
prehend sone of those Camnell flights.

I obect to lection p, Article £ of the Tucker constitution. The clause exclu
ding Indiana constitutes unconstitutionality.

flow do you feel about excluding people from Massachusetts? ?t/

departmentwi.se


Svery now and again I feel that I really should make sone sort of aclaiowledgement cf 
the various fanmags that make their way into the mail box. Sigh. ; aybe next near 
Till get back to letterhacking. Only Jr? more months and T can turn i~y seat on the 
Directorate over to some other poor unfortunate. Anyway herewith sore comments on 
fmz as a sort of aclmowledgement—and to fill up space. This is

STARSPI'TTH. lion Bilik, 182J> Greenfield Ave., Los Angeles 2!?, Calif. Bi-weekly, 
3 for 2jp. Heirs and chitter-chatter. Brief but probably the best fanens sheet 
around, right now.

1 .
YAiDRO yl2f>. Robert Juanita Coulson, Rt -y3, '[abash, Tnd. Lj.6992. ' bnthly, 2aj. 
As STARS! TILL/! is the best of the newssheets so y_EDRO is the best of tie genzire s. 
(So hfewco".® it always winds up in 2nd place?) YMDRO is a "homey" sort of fannag 
with the same people appearing time after tine and being tallied about and. -11 like 
that. And. Ruck Coulson’s brief, sharp reviews are probably the best in fandom. Co 
what happened to the gold Twd.ltone?

t
HoohawJ A sharpie here in Albuoueroue 

somehow discovered that a block long portion of one of the streets had never been 
"dedicated" to the city which means, T presume, that it was still officially private 
property. Re acquired title to it buy paying in back taxes, had it a-y?raised at 
?2J?00 and promptly erected a fence on each end of the block effectively stoming 
traffic and fencing in sore 30 families who lived on the bloc!;. The city screwed 
and wont after an injunction to malic him tear the fence down. Said a city spokesman: 
"He obviously hope to sell the street to the city far ">2^00."• The city indicated 
that it could acquire title to the street through normal condemnation proceedings 
but considered this to be too expensive. Row much does the city wont to ■vr for the 
street? jBLi, of course.

Hawi
Let’d do mailing comments. BHCLAVk] 3, Joe pil-ti;

I hope you’re sending copies to Dick Dllington, 1818 Hearst We., Berkeley 3, Cali? . 
"How there’s a guy that ca.n really clue you in on this anarchistic iazz. ! y ho art 
bleeds for Go all—ho seems to have just discovered that the world isn’t «oing to 
stand in loco parentis and take care of him like "bn and pop. I’m not at all sur
prised at Deck’s statement that he prefers Rockwell to Thomas; it shows in his wri
tings. $FTV.B BY FTVB, Hdco. ‘j’ith three CAFAns already in FAPA a best of FTTH anthol
ogy shouldn’t be too hard to work up. ^TjTLIGHT ZlUl 10, Bernie ’ "orris: !>till to be 
read. $ HOCTURln 9, ."ax Jakubowski; The contents look interesting. T wish T could 
read French. $ HHOilBTR, John Boardman; Wichly enjoyed "Science "ade Too Rasy." jf 
POOR RIC'ISD’D AL'ATAC 19, Rich Brown; You the president of the ul Jtanbery appre
ciation society? $ 3COTTI3I2J 32, pthel Tindsay: Being read. / T3C.-.R1W 8, \1 
Andrews: Goman’s "Tarzan and the Apes" was pretty nothing. The rest was pretty 
good. Good color work on the cover. / FAH POLL R'B'WJ.Tj, Charles "ells: Only U7 vo
ters? That’s not too many. (jy thanks' to those who voted, for DRH.1T10H features.) 
B'.llUTY A D TAB DBABT, Ray kelson; rell, it was better than Till" OFF H“’ ’1’. f
DX1.H0URA lj Phil Harrell: The Dumont folio is quite good, The rest still writs to 
be read. ' [yszkowski;' I won’t trade for an irregular one-pager. / 1 ACH 2, hr is 
Care/s './hat ire need to solve the postage problem is for Congress to pass a bill 
giving amateur magazines with a circulation of less than JOO special rates, % LOH 6 
Dave Bulan; By itself dried milk is not too good, one way to cut the nil!: bill is 
to mix it half and half—liaJ.f fresh mill: and half dried. Co' es out pretty good, ft 
FARRAGO j-2, Larry Crilly; Can you get us some more info on "fest indies Banco m from 
Brent Phillips? $ AHT'ROkHDRO", V2-/6, Tom Seidmnn: T don’t hold with "bm. Taylor 
on forcefully attempting to change man’s basic nature thorough the use of drugs or 
whateverj we have enough sheep as it is. His appeal for a return of gunlaw and
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dueling is much more palatable. On status; but janitors are no longer janitors; 
they are now "custodians”. / FAIJAC 93, '/alter Breen: noted. / LUNAR LOOK ;"1, Al 
Xracalik; There’s plenty of stf in stf-fandcm, Al, along with other stuff to add a 
bit of spice, just how do you expect LUNAR LOOK to pay for itself? / (Ghoddam, the 
coffee pot is empty, _ Time out.) q2, V2y9, Jce Gibson; ‘..by go to the stars? "Jhy 
not? It beats watching television. Yes, man is still a hunter and a damned good 
thing he is, too, Pfui on those who'would'make him a vegetable. / FANTASY FICTION 
FI3LD, Harvey Inman; pews is scarce, true, but keep it up. If you can nick up" a 
couple, of good correspondents on the 'lest coast and in NYC you should have it made./ 
STFFA.i;T.ASY 5>1, Bill Danner; I didn’t have to peak under the cover, Bill, it came 
off in.the.nail, Colin Freeman’s item was quite good. / LOGORRIOTA 2, Thom perry; ' 
fne Heinlein item was much much too shcrt, "A'Reporter’s Notes” amused* / OUTPOST, 
Fred Hunter: .Tell us more about the Shetlands, Fred. / HOIOTICULUS 3, Avram DqVidscn; 
I say, Old Thing, how cone you sent two'copies? Ah, I have it—you sent one and tte 
other was sent oy G-xilM'fcWIM . Rooboy, note the clever way I caught your atterition 
there, Brer D. Yessir, that sure was clever* You have inspired me to become a 
prozine editor. This bit about going in to the office only once a week—that’s for 
me. Sorry tne house deal fell through, maybe I can get you a deal on a street, here 
in Albuquerque—they seem to be for sale. Two copies, heh, heh, / LOTlAtic BT- 
UTGUTLY, Frank ctpdolka; That postcard size must involve a great deal of work, pt 
does seem, though., that you waste a good bit of space. I'aybe not. N3F letters 
don't necessarily have to be reserved for. TIGHTB3AII and if you think a lot of fued- 
ing goes on there you ought to see what circulates in private correspondence, / 
FHODUH 7, Dave Locke; Fgad, that script typeface is rough to read. ' Yotir-type
writer decorations throughout the zine are excellent. J SCRIBBLB 12, Colin .' .
Fredman; ' Apropos the toilet with the built-in radio—can you picture the result .if .. 
there should be a short circuit? / P3IF, RulanhLocke; I shouldn’t admit-it, I sup,, 
pose, but I enjoyed the .like Hammer things when I read them some years back. Sone 
good lines. HI®; “-The loudest noise in the world is the sound of the .ha:mer being . 
pulled back on a .!£ automatic.u / tHD VIIOTGAR TORN, Bob Tjeman; "Ballade Upon The 
Sorrows. of Fan publishing”.. .you ain’t wrong. Those were the best FABA ’■■lail-i ng com
ments. I’ve seen yet. / There’s more around here somewhere. if I wanted to.'go look *. 
±or them .which T don’t. Gad, why didn’t T thin!: of this before. ..Treat all the fnz 
received as if they were part of one big apa—and aren't they? . Goops',' here’s the 
T3ELLURID3 TIOTIS but it’s not a fanmag, it’s the weekly from Telluride, Colorado, 
sent along by Richard and Rosemary Hickey who get egoboo on the first wage vet, ■ 
2ND NAILING CO:'F’’TS. '

The Hickeys visiteo rd th us just before Independence Day stopping by on their - ; 
W to.Telluride. They had driven their \r.T non-stop from Chicago to Albuquerque 
i.nicn is more unan I'd even attempt in my two tons of Detroit iron. .Rosemary had a 
copy of the Rrocedings of the Chicon which T perused with some interest. The usual 
fangab went on and on, .nice folks Richard and Rosemary Hickey. '

. ’ . . .... All of which.re
minds me—what. reminds me is that the Hickeys stopped one door too Soon at. first— 
for the benefit of visiting fans who usually visit in the dark, as you drive.on. 
Green Valley Road from hth Street you will eventually come to a house with a sign 
which reads "Tackett" hanging from a tree. Don’t stop, je don’t live there. That ' 
is my mother’s house., proceed one house further to.where there is no sign and only 
a.small inscription on the mailbox—-Which you can’t read in the' daytime let alone at 
night. That’s where we live. No, silly, not in the mailbox, Better still, call 
Wiien you arrive at the outskirts of town—you’ll never find us if you don’t. The 
city maps, if you have one,.-are liars. ' ‘ ' . ' •

^d and Anne.Cox phoned from. Gherman oaks to-., 
tell me, that-, they had finished -the1 tape they were .to send''ltd a. year' and a half -ayo. . 
The}r promised to mail it Real Coon Now. or maybe even bring it T/ith then if the-r 
should ever come this way.

DYNATRON mi RT
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CHRYSTAL GAZING

I could start this column off with a 
thousand and one different subjects, I’ve 
noticed in some of the letters of commeit 
coining in on that last and very delated 
ish of the "Big D« (as Ed Ccx calls it) 
that many liked the cover but couldn’t 
figure it out. Now this brings up a ques
tion. if you could not figure the cover 
out, what did you like about ± ? was it 
the fact that you couldn’t figure it out 
or the fiin of trying or the layout of the 
drawing or just what? When you make com
ments of this nature I do wish you would 
state why you feel as you do. Otherwise 
it leaves me with the feeling of an un— . 
completed story. I know that the artists 
would also lite to know why you feel as 
you do about the pictures. It seems to 
me that fan artists are the most unappre
ciated of all fanzine contributors. Their 
work is so seldom commented on. I liked

.. „ . , . . . „ Gary’s cover myself, it stirred my imagi
nation, taking me into the far future and giving me a view back through the ages. I 
don t know just what Dorf had in mind when he drew it or just how he goes about a 
drawing ; lite this. Perhaps he just starts doodling and lets his hand take his pen 
where it will. He does come up with some fascinating drawings.

,. . „ „ , We have been having
some discussion of "freedoms" in our house of late. Roy opines that there aren’t 

suggested I devote some of the space here to the discussion but I’ve 
decided not to for to do justice to the subject would require a thesis and Dynatron 
doesn t publish theses, it is too big a subject to be confined to a few lines or 
spoken lightly of.

I'faat set the discussion off this time around was the discovery 
by one of the residents of our fair city that one of the streets was still private 
hrdP+hty’+ He Pxcked.uP the t0 the property by paying 08li in back taxes. He 
had the street appraised and found out it was worth $2Jj00 so he offered to sell it to 
the city for this amount. The city refused and offered him $8h. Ho refused and now 
as barricaded both ends of the street which means that the home owners can’t get 

their cars in or out or that traffic can’t go through. The city has gone to court to 
i ar" inJuncti°n to force the man to remove the barricades or give the city the cow

er to do so. The judge on the case said he would give the owner five days to take 
c.own the barricades'and if he hadn’t done so then he would authorize the city to tear 
them down. However, he warned the city that should it lose the hearing on the case ' 
it would have to replace the barricades if the owner wants them back up. We are 
patching the case with much interest and feel that the city should be made to pay fee 
/'■ \Lprl?e wai3ts lt,s street back. Government, local and national, has gotten 
. ,„e place where it pretty well does as it pleases with little -thought as to how 
individuals are affected, it is a pleasure to see an individual get government over 
the barren for a change. '

Albuquerque does seem to have its problems. Particularly 
in the tax and sewer departments. The newspapers turned up several expensive build
ings that were carried on the tax rolls as vacant lots. There are apparently no plans 
in existence on the sewer system which seem to have been built rather haphazardly 
with water from high drains pouring onto the streets from lower-lying drains. Some 
sewers less than a year old are already caving in and you wonder about driving down 
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the street for you never know when it will drop out from underneath you.

area is having new storm drains installed-it rains here at least twiceTX- 
nwt?16 3+^ t0 haVe been no PlanninS at all on the project. The contractors so 
merrily on their way tearing up streets and blockading intersections and for a while

1 s^ted dowitCTm he«” "SiVt
in the ?o ■+v ? g det?ured around in Proles for about an hour found myself
get neJ it W?n what had becoms of ^e damtown area, i couldn't
get near it. The merchants all screamed, of course, but it didn't do much good.

well, it helps to keep life interesting—ard the taxes high. °h

everything is now automated and a computer tumsXt the^L^bill^for 
Xe Jbout rtter+ef a C0Uple °f h0WS‘ Sheesh’ used able to 
gnpe about those idiots m the tax office* but what can you do about a machine?

can-

IThatever the reason ZIP code and automated mail hand

trust you have a ZIP code number? This is the latest thing dreamed up by the Pest1 
ltS w^-they say. A five digit nusiber folg^ X

y and state in the address. The digits give the state, the city, and the nos tel 
ch fn 1er-In^' nu?erous encounters with postal employees I've become convinced that 

Jtv °X X ^Should be able to recognise the ™bers from™ to “eTIf 
Jotmentioned that it would help here since most people 
not spell Albuquerque anyvray* 1 H

xi , . ------------- •‘■vauun zj_lt cum. auboma'uea tha i i
ing seems to have caught on and is certainly helping to speed the ma.il on its wav 

nr°rplng b° onc report people are saving time by not bothering to go to the postOf- 
Snw +S ®?je~“the^‘re putting trading stamps on the envelopes md the machines don't 
lenow the difference, ((it also save on postage arourf here as many letters Srive 
X tO that eXieXSde

sanitv b +Mc Wo r A recent newspaper cartoon showed why a man cannot keep his 
sanity in this life of automation and numbers, it depicted a man sitting in a padded 
cell surrounded by-his social security-number P e
dog license number, car license number, fish
ing license number, hunting license number, 
income tax number, savings account number, 
checking account number, DDD telephone num
ber, various tax numbers and the addition
of the ZIP code number was more than his 
mind could stand.

Thanks to the "Shaggy" 
crew for sending out the folio of poul 
Anderson's illustrations for THREE HEARTS 
AMD THREE LIONS. They are very good in 
ry opinion and I wish I had them when I 
was reading the book. It was interesting 
to go through them and see if the author 
envisioned his story the same way I did. 
He did which gives much credit to Poul 
Anderson's descriptive abilities.

He are 
pleased to report that the Alameda post 
office at which we purchase stamps for 
DYNATRON—and mail it—now has a new 
building. Gee, did we give them that much 
extra business?

CHRYSTAL TACKETT 1UM
DBOUHOH



BACK I't TILL SAID AGATT. once more the final page and what do T fill it with? Bab - 
blings , Those of you who notice such things will observe that vre *ve changed type
writers again this issue. This one gives us more words per page than the pica mach
ine and isn’t as rough on the stencils as the straight elite—this is midway between 
the two.

Hext issue is the annish otherwise known as let’s clean out the file issue, 
".re’ll have Len T offatt’s ’Jestercon report, along with material by Gary labowitz, 
Bill '"olfenbarger and one assumes, sone others. After that ~'n not at all sure just 
what We’ll have,

Zbcerpts from a three-foot letter from Tom Dilley: "And, of course, 
right in the middle of my enforced ncncorrninicatioh, Buck Coulson had to’ dig up a 
letter I’d sent him in December and publish it," (("iiich proves, 1 guess, that when 
Buck says he has a backlog for h’Al'HO he means a backlog of everjShing, RT)) ■

, , . ' * . "Tousay that fdco has a thing about doodling and if a fanzine shows up without doodling 
space he gnashes his fangs and rips them to shreds with his toenails, T’ost of us ’ 
have to do that just to get then open, ’

"if Lincoln were alive today, he’d be rolling 
over in his grave,;' . . ••

■ ■ Owe11, iTextish in September*—T guess« _' ,
' ' ' Eave fun. :

.23 COZ, DOODLE TIT TTITS SPACE: HOy

DTEATROE 18 . ’
Boy A Chrystal Tackett • .
91$ Green Valleg Hoad fe ■ . . <
Albuquerque, llew 1 Texico, 87107

HITETED TATTER . ■
RETIRE 1EOUEST2D

. , Deliver this to poor ol’ unsuspecting
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Er, ah, surprise? 
and a new number. i "" 
is dated September 1963, 
Vvhat happened was this: . __  _______
that was when we mailed out the May issue? 
stencil, in September, too, but anis is r 
blasted works has been somewhat delayed, 
get 20 pages per issue. ” 
mail both #18 and #19 out together. 
Issues on your subscription.

, , Egad! If I’m to get back
must get anotner issue out next month. Worry. worry, 
tnere is no end of work in tne fanpubbing game.

Si3\uP?nn!!r except tnat hordes of subscribers--mostly verier 
like Fred Gottschalk send me their waole week’s allowance (15/)- 
outside the door with scythes and hoes and ’ •
weapons demanding something for their money. m 
seem to be comic book fans who heard that I had ■ ‘’ 

0Ut “at

Hmmmm. 
the horde of subscribers doesn’t Want DYNATRON at 
that they want me Instsad?

Halfway through toe zine you find another cover 
well now, to be truthful this is DYNATRON #19 and

Technically this is the annish. Big deal! 
t}10 stencils for #18 cut in July but 

.,4. 4.^. . The September issue was on
‘ ia reallY October and the whole

AT " ' ” - ' • Like I said, in DYNATRON you 
No more. I decided to save on

You damn betcha it
postage and 
counts as two

on schedule I 
Oh, I tell you

I’d probably have held 
•-mostly Neffers who, 

' “/.* —are 
axes and other peasant-type 
- Most of these subscribers
—1 said something about

Could it be that 
ill? Could it be

care 
ment 
lawn.

it really la) p guess 

scusslon of fantasy and science

they want me Instead?
Egad! ’Scuse me.

of the subscribers. Remlnd ms to oall the“ptt" 
I ll>XnnXXntV#M? th03S b°dieS rem°Ved fr°m the front

“ bSe»#Xa 13 X C010Ph°n °ft n XXX XXXiXXXXXsXX 

ouss) xx xxmXxxxx

the tine, by Roy and Chrystal Tackett at 915 Green Valley Road’NV. 
X2UXXHeXX1°° 87107’ raofA or EUA case Ly bl The 
2K acXedXX °r X f°r blts “* n° X tek X 
some of* +* ~<S 1 Ve ®ot to° raany long term subs now. I figure
some of tnem ought to run out about the time I take this rag into XT 
tr? S ? -°P^S tO cont^butors, letterhacks, otheJ fanpubbe^s In

® for tneir fanzines, and assorted riff-raff, hangers-on and f?T- 
w ravellers. (Note the lower case tnere Mr. Welch). Among tn-> 

Preg “11X XXXTX'’ °f the <arbanlferous A# tour 
flola/pXeXon“ L'XnXpKdTX X °f‘ 

£321* xxx x? xr nr menti°nAF XT X -STXX XdXr itrdxhoK that °~xxxxx xx fxxx? xxxxxxxrtax7xg g xx xd drct17 poXw ChXatlMftglCia? KX011’ POt I“°LSan’ Rob^t Xt“A
s, of course, a (somewhat delayed) Marinated Publication. ’ r?



pearJto^K Te3ttog* 2’ 3’?’ 6’ This sandwich wrap ap.
pears to be OK as an emergency substitute for a film sheet excent tb«t le :uta trendenOy tO 3tlCk t0 lt3elf “d 13 dl??leSt ?o h^d-
on’the H? 1 Ca^ iee through it* 11181,6 are at least two typos
rect tbSn S-nng PagS Redd BoSgs, I am not going back to cor
rect them. ifVhere was Tt Oh, I wasn’t yet.

You have, of course, '
As of this writing three plays have been

. ThE HUNDRED DAYS OR the dragon, and THE 
Sebree 1 woudd rate THLB hundred days of the

■ stf and the ending was weak.
—-------- ■> A chemical compound
roalm of' possibility and' the

_ - - -   ^y« THE 
It was well done and had

The writers/producers 
ss of space. The

•yeah, the Great Galaxy in
. ■ No, I’m not complaining 

m complaining about the fact that these
. But then neither do 99.7% of the 

. -----e. And who’s Joseph Stefano (a

Thia sandwich wrap has a disadvantage 
seems to’be going awiy^ t0Yesrn-r?he platen bY

. '-1-1 j mess.
_ it and as

Full speed ahead.

But at least I can see through it.

Where was IY Oh

■/lowed ’’The Outer Limits”, 
presented: THE GALAXY MAN, 
man with the power, ci _ x-
DRAGON as best although it ironlyMarginal ail

_ ____ , 
?hlna 13 ?-

points. But, egad, The GALAXY Man? 
presumably have no concept at all of the vastne 
Galaxy Man. From Just over there, ya see.

■ Andromeda (why must it always be the GGIA?)*. 
about the distances involved I’j - ■ " 
jokers do not know what a galaxv i 
viewers so what difference 'pseudonym no doubt) anywayY t make.

5 H f-ln a +- ■? +- j UllS

ssat r“‘ “.S"A see if I can straighten out this mess.
. J,saT? up.°n the sandwich wrap and am going without 1' '
a result I’m chopping hell out of the stencil. ------

4-^_+ a in Quiz show the other day, one of those things where the con
v, ants attempt to guess hidden words from clues given, I was somewhat 

»filtl5n"t!Udat ilneirOU'1? ended ratner quickly. The hidden word
■‘science ^^ThatU SiTS" ? ConteBt“t’ 3 P^tner was .

ered I have a r 4- ■ 4. • A AS Y°U May °r may not have gath
. ’ amlldlsh lntsre3t m things arehaeoldgicix anthropo-
rath?r1intSd°e? P^etty sick critter but his ancestors are

, " interesting.; This interest isn’t enough to make me grab a sho
vel and charge off around the countryside digging holes in the ground 
but books on the subjects constitute a large pSt o? my nSn-stf reaSlnv 
™d whenever the opportunity arises to have a first hand look I do so § 
1 ew Mexico has been the site of some important finds with such places* 
SanS“X??ca S ffiuSX&S’gg? “n0Gm“? antiquity of 
X^o^spl1??^ FT"031- ^TaveTU-
Cy ru!ns 0fPlnteJestn T® wrOn« PF?e) md there are varioul ^d En
ding them "JunS^J (Dlana insists on leaving out tne "1" and cal- 

von wbonm 4-k 4 ^ne Sucil sPot, not far from here, is Friioles Can-
Fr?jo?ls cX™lsSl?oItedWdeenttatthea3T Bandelier National Monument.

j^i:^^:aajx-n
Volcano. ®ie cratU,



volcanic crater in the world measuring more than 2Q miles across.) In 
1200 AD or thereabouts a group of Pueblo Indians settled in Frijoles 
Canyon and lived there for around 300 years. hell, not the same group, 
you understand, but their descendants and all that. Mostly they dug 
caves in the cliffs and lived in tnem altnough a number of them built 
houses along the bottom of the cliff and a hundred or so built a circu
lar village in tne middle of the valley.

. Archaeologists figure that
tne village, called the tyuonyi and pronounced cnew-ohn-yee, stood 3 
stories high and contained about 400 rooms. Some of the walls are still 
standing. The rooms are rather small, generally about seven feet 
square although the size varies with some larger rooms about 10 by 10 
and others somewhat smaller.

The Indians farmed in the valley, fished 
tne stream that cut the canyon, and hunted through the nearby hills. 
Game still abounds in the area. '

. Thn canyon is ideal for a neolithic
settlement, easily defended, a handy supply Of water, and arable land. 
As.with most neolithic peoples, the settlers of Frijoles Canyon were 
skilled In pottery, basketmaking, painting and carving and what have 
you.

Somewhere about 1550 they pulled up stakes and went elsewhere. 
No one knows why.

. . Perhaps they neard that the government was building
a new defense plant a couple of counties over and needed workers.
• . 4. _■. • Itis an interesting place to wander around. The National Park Service 
has left the ruins pretty much as they were found except for the addi
tion of a bit of cement here and there to prevent further deterioration 
ana the installation of some stone steps--which blend in perfectly—to 
make the cliff and caves more accessible.

. .. There are other prehistoric
ruins scattered about New Mexico. We’ll get around to them one of tnese 
days.

Haw^Department: Deckinger reviews DYNATRON for FFF and paints a 
picture of Roy Tackett slaving away at the typewriter slowly and with 
much effort bringing this thing into being. Haw! I type somewhere 
around 75 words per minute and, when I decided to put out an issue, the 
zine takes shape rapidly. As should be evident I simply reach into the 
file, drag out an. article or two, and quickly transfer them from paper 
to stencil. .My own material usually goes directly on stencil--although 
once in a while I run two or three drafts on something I particularly 
want to get across. Memo to Deckinger: Oi, have you got a wrong 
number! °

Considering this is supposed to be a stf-slanted fanzine I 
haven’t gotten much about stf into this column this time. There is al
ways next time. I should have a few words about an old '’classic” THE 
SLAYeR OF SOUIS by R, Vv,- Chambers. And maybe even a few words about 
the Lens. Maybe. If I can find time to bat them out.
+. 4. m r- ..I . ‘Fan-type visi
tors to.915 this past summer: Richard and Rosemary Hickey, Al Lewis, 
Ron Ellik, Russ Martin, Calvin Vv. ”Biff” Demmon, Bruce Pelz, Fred 
i atten, Ted Johnstone, and Dian Girard. It’s been a pretty good sum
mer. And if you think I’m going to do a piece about autumn in Albu
querque---- you’re wrong. Latejr. ' '

■ ROY TACKETT.



I Was Robert Benchley At Westercon XVI LBN MOFFATT
!+l+l+!+!+l+!+!+!+!+!+!+l+!+l+!+!+i+!+l+!+!+!+|+!+l+i+l+l+|+l+l+l+|+l+l 
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(’Heyl There’s Robert Benchley!” shouted a voice from the Hyatt 
House swimming pool. A chorus of agreement followed tne shout, punctu
ated by friendly laughter and assorted splashings.

I was standing at 
poolside at the time, attired in sports clothes, wearing my “Harlan El
lisons” (“Shades” or sunglasses to the uninformed), attempting to take 
a snapshot of the swimmers, who included one or more of the Benford 
Twins, Calvin W. “Biff” Demon, and other such Famous Fans & Pros. I al
most dropped my camera-—and turned to look behind me, wondering who or 
what I might see, considering that the great humorist had died 18 years 
ago.

“No, no — we mean you 1 “ came the insistent snout, which caused me 
to fumble even more with tne camera, no doubt adding to the Benchley 
Image I had unwittingly created. I finally managed to snap tne picture 
but sighed Inwardly, recalling that my wife once told me that I bore a 
slight resemblance to Errol Flynn. Of course that was a few years ago, 
and 1 was slimmer then. Not that 1 am fat now, you understand—but my 
weight (stark nekkid on the Dean Drive Testing Machine) has increased 
in the past few years from its previous maximum of 145 lbs. to a mini
mum-maximum range.of 150 to 155 lbs. However, the 16th Annual Vyest 
Coast Science Ficition Conference was remarkable (and is memorable) for 
a number of reasons, all more noteworthy than the dubbing'of vours 
truly as “Robert Benchley”. ■

“It certainly is nice to drip on this vulgar sof a”...... ..Miriam Knight

For me it was a nearly perfect convention. Not quite perfect due 
to the absence of my wife, Anna, and amigo mio, Rick Sneary, and other 
good friends (such as the Tacketts, the Coxi, the Rapps—to name Five 
or so), but despite the high prices prevalent at the Burlingame Hyatt 
House, and the fact txiat a Triple bedroom (which I had the pleasure of 
sharing with Stan woolston and Fritz Leiber) was the same small size as 
a Double bedroom with a lumpy portable bed dragged in to make it a "til- 
pie , despite all of this, the Westercon^ itself was indeed a nearly- 
perfect and most remarkable affair. (Anna and I both could not go," so 
we rassled for Lt, and I beat her two falls out of three.)

„ ., , . , To list all
oi tne many and varied reasons for the con’s success would require 15 
or . 20 pages, and I rather doubt that the kindly editor would want me to 
write this entire issue of-DYNATRON. One of the primary reasons is the 
fact that we had an excellent and efficient committee. EaCh of the 4 
committeemen was responsible for one of the four days of tne con. This 
can be a dangerous.approach to producing a con, dependent as it is on 
the individual reliability of each and every member of >the committee. 
Fortunately the gentlemen'(Bill Donaho, Alva Rogers, Ben Stark, Al 
naLevy) of Restoreon XVI» s committee knew what they were doing, and did 
it very well indeed. .They had.lots of help, to be sure--fans and pros 
working behind the scenes as well as on stage. I think that most con 
committees get this kind of help, but not all have used it so wisely 
and so well. ■ J

Des-
■ ■ I - - -JD 

etc) I kept going

This con had quality. The Art Show, for instance, u 
pite the many other attractions and distractions (reunions with old 
friends, meeting new. friends, poolside g-irl watching



back to the Art Show to marvel again at tile paintings, drawings, car
toons, to wish I had sufficient funds to meet even the minimum blds on 
some of the works. Not that any of them were over-priced, in my opin
ion, What too many persons forget when estimating the dollar value of 
a painting or drawing is the basic cost of the item to its creator. 
Artist supplies do not come cheap. But fans, like most people, are bar
gain hunters, and all to often will offer $5 or $6 for an Item the bas
ic cost of which was probably 10 or 12 dollars. Of course the true

. value of a piece of artwork is not measurable in dollars and cents, but 
one should at least start with the time and material cost experienced 
by the artist and go from there, 

standing) the Art Show was well organized
' ■ * ----- j------- - w izxx OVWX-, ucaj-e uixnvon.
that these shows are important--not so much for the prizes, ____ _______

important to^the participants—but primarily because the 
------- ---------- and give 

Perhaps many will never 
selling) artists, but this does not 

. Some of the pro

From where I was sitting’(and/or 
standing) the. Art Show was well organized, thanks to the Trimbles, and 
to this year’s Westercpn Art Show Director, Jessie Clinton. I feel 
that these shows are important--not so much for the prizes, though I’m 

snows provide a place for the new artists to show their work 
all of us the opportunity to see this work, 
make good” as professional (i.e», selling) artists, 

detract from the value of the show to all concerned. VJ.
artists who llavs raadQ good, in the sense that they are selling their 
stuff consistently, would do well to visit our Art Shows and see what 

amateurs are doing. They might learn something, or re-learn some
thing they seem to have forgotten or are deliberately (or lazily) ig
noring. I’m thinking of the work that has appeared in the prozines in 
recent years. With few exceptions it has been hackwork of the cruddi- 
est sort. Perhaps pro artists, like pro writers, have to be hacks in 
order to sell, but there is sucn a thing as good hackwork, and rarely 
do we see. even. this. At the Art Shows we see the work of sincere ar
tists upon whom the disease Of sloth has not fallen.

Caberet Masquerade T ‘ — *
quality.” (

.J2? 3ijni-*-ar Proportions. Going for the mement from quality to 
oS^n?7’^^ attendance was approximately 200 oat of a membership of

Quality, yes. The 
, . o - , , lhere weren’t as many costumes as at a Worldcon 
but, as non EllIk pointed out, almost all of them were of "worldcon 
quality. To some degree westercon XVI did have a worldcon atmosphere 

hot of similar proportions. Going for the mement from quality to 
attendance was approximately 200 out of a membership of

91 Ji attended the banquet. . Visiting firemen from the east, 
I FrGd Ed v<ood> Jlm Bllsh» possibly others
I dian t et to meet,- as we lx as fans and pros from up and down the 
Coast, helped to provide or establish the worhcon atmosphere.)

difflcult job for the costume judges to pick the four^in  ̂
n.rs, but.there can be no quarrel with the ones they chose. Bruce Felz 
Bio w«^™P^SSiV? 33 a H!aVy Trooper from Vance’s '’Dragon Masters'’; 
p 0 Ozma, and Karen Anderson, whose uniform as .dead of the Phoenix 
Guard trorn roul s Time Patrol series was also perfect in detail could 
wear burlap and mud and still appear as regal and lovely as Xys 

regretable tnat there weren’t a couple more prizes; for
of Oz ignored the movie version and (as did 

Bjo s Ozma) followed the original book lllos, and for Paul and Ellie
-in^ter as Pluto, a4 sue, oharmlngS radiant 

s.s roraspnono* ,
4-v, F3^ ?®vit; was a wonderful evening the pleasure of which

Wois more than doubled by the appearance of old friends from my Outland
ish and fannish past (Freddie and Hal Curtis, Rog and Honey Graham) *nd ihen there was Chief Rod .Feather in authentic Awric^Ind^n' 
utt.re, with a beautiful, w.iite, eagle-feathered war bonnet. At the



qfnnv Masquerade I learned that ne was Chinese, but he is a
Sioux Cnief, having been adopted into the tribe, and made a chief when 
the old cnief died. He heads up an Indian Show that travels to all 
Indian°Lltnro°r1?^ hlS S°al tO help Perpetuate the American

culture. (Yes, ne reads stf.) Freddie, as an archaeologist, 
and Rog, a hvman encyclopedia, enjoyed taling with the Chief, and it 
Ind SVJ°U3 tilatJle enJ°yed talking with them. I was content to listen

3 interesting things as the fact that tne largest Indian 
illage in tne world (some 200 teepees) is in Germany!

Chief, who explained that the inhabitants of the villa 
blond and blue-eyed, _ _
by living it the year around.

(first time was at Faclflcon in ’46) 
I could continue name-droppin.

in bathing suits, or Perdue’s necktie-

There were four panel discussions and

_ I This from the 
, . ------------of the village are Germans,

, but that they help perpetuate the Amerind culture

Art Widner for the second time
* and day Nelson for the first time.

' -------- -— but I shcuH comment on other parts of
in\P^h®I>am~'"<’^SS colorfu1' t±lan the Masquerade, Art Show, pretty girls 
in bathing suits, or Perdue's necktle-but interesting n^vertnelefs.

There were four panel discussions and, not counting the Banouet 
speeches, four speeches, one per day. It would be Impossible to^eoort 
everything that was said, even if we had the space, and of course e?er£ 
tning that was said would not b© worth reporting. I don’t want to siv© 
th© impression that there was Too Much Program--there wasn’t. Each8

J schedule was well-balanced, and for the most part did not draff or 
run overtime. Many things were said that have been said before but 
the faneferi3?pe approacj3e3’ 3Ome worthy attempts to stimulate both 
tne fan and tne pro sides of our nobby, and—I think—to brine th^ 
Sd Neither c^s^d61* °r att®mpts ^cced remains to be seen, ~
S Jo d not detract from their worthiness. Both pros

oXX V? Htaelr aay’ and 1 tdlnk 
01 us poor the opportunity to do so.
the Banquet and in great form as usual^Ton^^J^a^rmar^Jou^ 
he pr^iclpated in the nightly marathon poker games but appeared^ach 
day fresh and lively, ready for his part in the program.

Ackerman’s sad duty to propose the toast to tne late Frank^R ^plul0^^ 
did it well, better than he th™<yh+-. fnT. Ponu.71 F .He1 or Haul’s death was a deep 

sure, but Forry had 
stood for this toast, 

as ftnehalf of the Fan 
speech'1. She spoke

bet^r tnan de thought perhaps, lox
personal loss. It was a loss to all of us, to be 
known Paul better than.most of those present. v*e 
a kind of silent standing ovation.

Guest of Honor”
of love, the kind that fans can share, 
cends biological or even ’’romanti-'” '''■ 
speech (and it was all too short) 
a speech. Tl_l_ ,
ism of the fact that he didn’t -
ready to use, 1

Elinor Busby, 
?^gave what she termed ’’one half' a 

_ .i . the love of friends that trans
romantic love. If Elinor gave only half a 

Thio '* then Buz gave less than a quarter of
feat ? dldn^° S1” 'mat hS aald> but rather a ci-ltlo- 

K £ne aian t say more. Apparently he had four naa-es 
appreciation

a speech with hair on its S' in? h A'J 3erloaa' Very. It was 
' tagly pronounced. Jernaps it .1. the



gijen at a gathering of science-fantasy people, but that’s incidental 
and does not in. any way lessen its impoi’tance or its Impact. ' ’

a refiafka5ls convention. So many remarkable things^happened.

Weber made a different kind of face 

feet of real broadsword with him',..,, 

close the convention and nicely 
‘'explained” r-/  _____ „ ^x
ing in getting the* whole thing "tab led 
it was perhaps a good thing. (iuav.o xi^x-y A. tii 
parliamentarian from Upper Katchlekicklekalikan.) 

mv . 'estercon sites more than one war inThere’s nothing wrens' with this if ail f-n- va 1 ln aadent advance notice to proZarZ ttlr h.dC t bidders have suffl- 
rosults of the business maotlnv v blds. ^“yway, I'm happy with the 
with Paciflcon II and the 1965 ?8stercoZertlI 'preSy'b^lp ^““blned 

was the final auction the close of the con for me Tt Harran +-v.« Nc,r 
py-sad closing, with toe drinks and dlnn™ with toe ? JP"
jawas, and ended at t^e final 2 U Gibsons and the Ku-

ted, knowing 1? "as o?fr--“d w? nZt 5° t̂Qen flna11? " 
Karen and Puul, 3d, Lauren and b’ w„ ? B?g B111 “»» °retchen, 
group, or the sane group augmented'hv’ZnJ yoar’ xt could be another 
I hope that I will be there^aln For thto’-*"^ wa°?ver end wherever 
prevent, w 00n from “ZJ rSlyendln^toe tne tota8 «u>t
continuity between one con and the next” Tt dntpSiblal loTe~PO>erod 
a near-perfect convention? “cause it iL r!*“ Jsrfeob to close 
preparations for the nm’ow IZd Z roJZn to to" beginning of the 
nany reasons one finds m ths happy o?^’

Keep Smiling!■ ' us to

indeed a remarkable convention. ;
____  hands with a lady, namely Betty Kujawa 

ffb? bavlng-to-sie^A

jay "X°hadZ1S four

- at x ? to think that I helped to
„ x, j a^ ’■'■he business meeting where I

x^pr®s,sed. a?proVal of an amendment to a resolution aid- 
it was perhaps a good’toing7^ (fha^Henr^?1^? that tabll*g
parliamentarian from Upper Katchlekicklekalikan.)11 No^toat^I’m^ow333

mil
Lon MOFFATT 
10Jul63
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I never had the opportunity as a boy of becoming scared of fire
crackers. This is probably because I was never hurt by one. Some of 
my friends had them go off in their hands, and one close friend even 
got his whole hand burned once and nad it in a bandage for a month. But 
I never learned fear of explosives. Sure, I had one go off a few in
ches from my fingers when throwing them into the air to watch them ex
plode, and I even accepted a dare once to step down on one that had no 
fuse to make it explode under my foot. My foot tingled a bit for a few 
minutes I was never really hurt.

In the off season we used firecrackers 
as experimental explosives. They were much more satisfactorate than ni
trate of iodide. Ah! tne happy days when my cousin and I built Huge 
domino castles and then blew them apart with a well placed firecracker, 
sending domino shrapnel flying every which way. Ah! the bliss of ■ 
shooting tin cans skywayrd. Goddard had nothing on me!

. On rainy days
we experimented inside. Sometimes we got our kicks by blowing up 
bridges and track of my cousin’s railroad outfit, just as trains were 
approaching or passing. I bet in one year alone we did more damage 
than the commandos did to Germany’s rail system.
„ . , T , I remember once my
cousin andl tried a very clever experiment. 1 was to light a cracker 
and tnrow it into a cigar box he held open. He was then to throw the 
□ox into the wastebasket. The idea was to see if the concussion would 
blow vp the cigar box, the wastebasket or both. The first time I 
propped the ci acker in and he finished up the job. sat looking at 
the box-wastebasket combination. Nothing happened. After waiting a 
s&£e length of time he picked the box out. The firecracker wasn’t lit. 
I tried it again. I dropped the cracker into the box again and he 
slammed the lid. Tien he calmly looked up at me, nis left hand on the 
bottom of the box, his right hand laid across the lid. *’lt’s not lit 
again,1’ he said.

I’ll never forget the look on his face when the sides 
of the box blew out.

As you may time 
it.

I was
He played 

s experience.
. *■ <7 ~ '*'■•** vz j AilkzAA • 1 8.S t WO ©Ik

like9toUnni1°?ifn? ™!.^3ff’pr°fesslonalJazz piano players

My wife came running from the kitchen,'dishtowel" lu
shed, my gnod, no!1’ ”My ghod, my ghod, yes!” j

. *
. _ know, I am quite a piano player. At one

considering it as a living. My brother talked me out of 
night clubs for many years and I decided to learn from ni

l^s£Hl like to play for my own enjoyment. Well-

a nia^o mOSt tremendous sound I ever heard from
hand Jlfe C 31110 runnlr}g £rom the kitchen, dishtowel in
nand, shouting iviy ghod, my gnod, no!” ”My ghod, my ghod, yes!” i 
?exp^ineT%’an?Iis?eSn.”hOrd,rt gl°Wing* ”Shut Up"

- . «vell, sir, we had the best time ever, me
P tnat Sde 3ttting there with glowing eyes. I was getting

^orfled about my ability to keep my fingers spread just so 8 
while I slept tnat night, and therefore we decided to write the notes 



down. "I’ll get a pencil/* she said. I just sat with my fingers 
arched, playing that beautiful chord’. It took nearly an hour to get 
all the notes down and tested. But at last I could go to bed, exhausted 
but happy beyond belief because I, Gary Labowitz, a near-professional 
piano player, aad not only found the lost chord, but had brought it 
back alive, so to speak. I collapsed on the bed.

Next morning I over
slept and. got to work late* When my boss asked why I was so late I ex
plained happily, "I found the lost chord last night I” ”l* 11 accpet 
that,1' he said, '’but don’t try using that excuse again.*’

Work dragged by so slowly that day that I had to ask twice to be 
sure we were still using high-speed computers. But finally, the even
tide came (permit me a little poetic license) and I dashed home (on a 
bus). (Incidentally, the knack of dashing home on a bus is one worth 
learning. I learned how in New York. Everyone does it there.) Finally 
arriving I burst into the room, brushed past my wife, and seated myself 
at the piano. There before me was my beautiful chord, the notes scat
tered like ants over the page, begging to be played. I arched my fin
gers in that near-professional way of mine and poised, ready to strike.

"Wait!” my better half spoke. ”1 have a surprise darling.” I 
turned, impatient. “You see, dear, our piano was in such bad shape I 
called and had it tuned today.” She beamed. "The chord should sound 
even better than ever.“ "Yes," I said, but even as I said the words 
a shudder’ ran up my spine and I snould have known that something was 
wrong. It’s my little gift to you," sne said. I nodded and turned to 
the piano. My fingers arched again. My wife’s eyes glowed. And then 
it happened! I played the chord.

4nd it wasn’t the same! I Somehow we 
had lost it. I checked the notes. No, they were the same. The manu
script hadn’t been tampered with. There was only one answer. In the 
tuning of the piano, the notes that were off key (some by as much as an 
octave) had been rearranged. My wife had thrown away tte lost chord J 
I looked up at her. Understanding was creeping into'her eyes, pushing 
tne glow out of them. “No!" she screamed and ran for the bathroom. °

I’ll 
admit now that the only reason I didn’t catch her then was because I " 
stopped in the kitchen to pick up the meat cleaver. But I am patient. 
Sitting here in front of my bathroom door wltn my delicate near-profes
sional fingers arched over the handle of my meat cleaver, I wait* She 
has to come out to eat sometime..»».

Gary labowitz

A WILL OF FREEDOM

And darkness Is splattered to the windows.
•An ebony black, cream smooth.

If I could penetrate that dark
Like some raw original dawn

I would be free from captivity.

BILL VtOLFBNBABGSR
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/Wherein you have 
last word anyway. th©•opportunity to get in your 

In brackets lire these. RT/
licks and I get tne

TOivi DlLLdY RUNS FRiiS; " ’
soul /ph, I don't suffer too much, except for 
and again. R T/; ’’ _ ___ __ _
out writing before you finally cut me off. 1 
tnat you publish too regularly.' 
Deen oeset o> any number of tiling 
too regularly T •

I must say that you are a
* G twinge 

of four issu

fairly long-suffering
1UU.VJ.X UAUCpP 1U1 Cl UWX 

it appears that you let me run all
i . ■ - —-------——<7 — —me oil• Tne trouble with vr>u s q

F°U fublxsn to° regularly.' Tne trouble with me is t iat ’
Deen oeset o < any number of tilings r ■ — ~ ■
too regularly. I nave yet to work off tne backlog ti 
not^lel dr^tnn^1® llrst part_of Jan. And tne extern^ P 
zines & oorrespSndeAts'lgtne Saj/rlal^oesnh^SonFh^ 

Naturally, my prolonged silence has not endeared me ££ 
who have been sending me " 
thought tne opposite; there ought to be 
who1 d be p-1 ' * '
fight -'n '
to dig up a letter I’d sent him in Dec.

bhP eiU1^- 13 •!•»» talklnfSoVt SsMe) 
well?1 bt backi°g oi letters dating back to last year., 

tervafrfwSJneX1 tfie ^t^ion^n0?^ ±S lnte^Wng; at sporadic 1 
'’Nightmare'1 program. Tne tXr st^n8 } runs its
and ran for about tAree years straSi^ t S° years
ofi in tnree or four month strptp'i// A^xn?e t;ier- ±t nas been on & 
i-he station apparently did try sometnin^almr ?rp^agO' aOmeor-e at

Office officials speed n? /erbetn and a planeload of Copyrig it 
you tell tiem. Se?t?er SeJleta noUnterSbur? riK‘;t 
mailing list. kT/ After Another C0PTr^?rit office are on mv
gram came on agWin last ni JhJ tS ?eriocls,of absence, tne pro
will last tills'time. de«nnsL ratnp^l p^oouction) ; I wonoer now long “nstorj It. B often put WMlabl?
sort os talk lest tne Monster fans start writing in 1'"/’ At

I nave 
waxen nave prevented me f om writing 

p.t has been accuin- 
emal pressures nave 

: wi.th the fan-- one huge flood, 
to those

not let up too much, 
Naturally

.b^®xbeen sending we fanzines for LoCs (though I ’should 
, -y . ; tnere ougnt to be a whole collection c

00u18,B
hP £??»£.&

Ah,

And

,n~

:ns was

tnat 
tne



was

DILLEY

something.

DILLEYv c on t ’ d.
program enabled me to see tne original Kar
loff ‘'Mummy” film, which is undoubtedly the 
most truly frightening movie I’ve ever 
watched. The whole thing was tremendous. 
Apparently U-I thougnt so too, as they 
used clips from it in each of the five or 
six sequels. Most of the sequels were 
pretty bad (I greatly rued the substitution 
of Tanna leaves for the parchment and that 
ridiculous wingy Manone-type mummy for 
Karloff), but there was one tnat had a 
great ending: the heroine, of course, is 
in tne mummy*s clutches, and the hero, 
backed by 300 extras with torcnes, is in 
hot pursuit (perchance one of the extras 
immediately behind was holding nis torch 
too low). The mummy, heroine swooned in 
arms, heads toward a dank and dismal bog, 
and, wonder of wonders, sinks, heroine and 
all, into the quicksgHd whilst hero, extras, 
and tore tie s looked on from the shore. I 
didn’t know Hayes let Hollywood make film 
endings like that, and the effect upon me

(nuit??SinST°f TV stations> 1 seem to have more or less free run 
quite tree; I can go anywhere, and nobody pays me anything) of U of

Fla s educational TV station. v.hat a setup: tnree rooms 2nd all 2on- 
rolable, ifnecessary, from a couple of master consoles located else^ere In the building; two of the big dmpex video tap? rlehtees S%ne 

video VF bSV i’P t?,TV translators. approx 2000 reels of

Cwt/--:-- ~/Better that^nell-X
1 ike some of the alleged foreign aid that is pure waste. ?Satte Site 
here na?e 22thing Jhat ^laboratX®3’^^16 commercial stations around

St Petosta^rFSrM710)! “ Qel1' (1B9° HoblMon Drive North,

BOB TUCKER GETS NOD FROM HAMILTON
Your favorable mention of Ed 

Hamilton and THE STAR OF LIFE is one 
of those star-begotten coincidences 
always happening to faaans. I read 
tne book about two weeks before oning 
to tne Mldwestcon; it was fresh on my 
mind because of what the protagonist 
cidn t do; and there was Ed Hamilton 
as „as sitting across the table from me.

I spoke my piece, and he grinned 
and nodded and reminded me of tne 
truism tnat nearly every writer wants 
to rewrite another man’s work. I 
thought it was a shame that the

TUCKER



TUCKER, cont’d.
protagonist wasn’t mined for historical and archeological information— 
todJv Athf.V?? tiloU3and y^r old man turned up alive and talking 
w1+. I* in crazy clvlllzation of ours, somebody would have the
v-it to pump him dry. But Hamilton’s hero, if you recall, was merely 
LT yhanJe to talk and then bundled off to prison. I protested7 
T at*. -1®3’ Jut suppose this man from tne past was just an average-tvne 
able t°WfurnishvSt°rical archaeological information would he°be '
aoie to furnish. An average type from today’s U.S, would be able to 
contribute info on trivialities but on how much elk? RT7
uary 1947ATAT ±n belieAs Came from Startling Stories. Jan- 

a?T. J47’ wnere it was somewhat shorter, of course. Hamilton said the hlm fOT anOther ona’ he ShnT^too he e 
could satisfy tnem; too many other jobs working, and even expanding an 
. .Thazln® n°vei into a longer book requires work. But in the end he
tnZ^lottin^t^^6 hiS heA 911(1 Write ray Own story> if i Tiled, changing 
tne plotting to an archeological heyday. ’ & k
on theeni?tnACH^TkT?3 ST® A0* same table, and I yakked with her 
°n-Y,. Picture HATaRI! She wrote it. It was fun to watch and t
oid her so, she told me the kind of perverse fun sne had writing it.

^he wrote in New York and tne picture was snot in Africa, with neither 
end of the dqg knowing precisely what the other end was doing. The re- 

"aa?iat ?irector brought back his exposed ftotaleTeveXj?
pieces of d then everybody had a big party trying to fit bits X
p eces of it together to form some sort of coherent story line. For 
c™:ck rtS X:?PP03ed tO bq °nly °ne baby tut tne flta

IlllnSs361745P?'e md Lel811, are W to to- (Box 478, Heyworth,

9
f AT IvlC LEAN IS DISTASTEFUL TO FLEAS. .

Yup, soap - one of the great inventions of the 
iisS ra?!kth? mO3Hy you never flnd ifc On thQ x 
lists, lact, I can't ever remember seeing it on 
sjen a list, but where would we be without the 
stuff - sick and dirty, that’s where. Always (well 
for some time, anyway) I have wondered why there * 
aren t more cases of plague in San Francisco - the 
place is covered with fleas, irobably it’s one of 
the few places m the US where the mention of fleas 
is not automatically a joke. /Are you by any chance 
employed by the L.A. chamber of commerce? Rt7 If 
you don't have the habits of a nermit you can’t 
avoid the little brutee - any bus rlde^a enable 
A ^dering one no. longer singular within their 
clothing. /Maybe the reason there isn’t any pla<nie 
is that the host busses: aren’t infected. RT7 Fortu- 
reason of AT °f A® Wh°m’ for 3Ome inkrutable 

®A ? 1 tpelr own, tne little beasties don’t find 
much to tneir taste, and so was seldom bothered by 
them but some people really Suffer in that town. 
/Yes? Ts^f? °peratAS procedure in SF to lay down

Yesj/a heavy barrage of Flit /Oh.7 before 
ying into new quarters. Now howcome, with all 

this, there isn’t more plague there? There must 
&be some other operating factor.
' Maybe you’re a social democrat? /I'm more of «n 

anti-social Democrat rt7 t-p t more oi anidi democrat. kJ/ if i open my mouth in the
MG LEAN



siderable group) instanter screech ''don* t listen to her 
democrat'1, which, from tneir tone of voice 
leprosy* Don’t know as it’s strictly 
strong, consistent law on a whole lot 
ent one makes a social democrat, then 
that anarchy isn’t the most beautiful 
Not anytime in the forsee able future, 
cats fail to realize that their ideal 
tion of 180,000,000+

-An excellent book as

MC LEAN, cont’d.
midst of a political discussion all my anarchist friends (a not uncon

------  — ---- •, she’s a social 
is a condition not unlike

true, tho. But if believing in a 
more liberal basis than the pres- 
I guess that’s what I am. Not 
dream - but__is it attainable?
it ain’t. zHmph. These anarchist 
is not compatible with a popula

tion of 180,000,000+. Under the conditions of1 anarchy, and I mean the 
idealized anarchy these types prattle on about not the '’official'’ defi
nition, that population would rapidly be reduced because all too many 
people cen not survive outside the framework of our civilization. Sure, 
anarchy is possible but at tne cost of millions of lives and the human
ists in the audience get all shook up at that thought. Now I’m not 
knocking anarchy ’cause I’m mean enough to make out under any sort of 
conditions--except possibly our current capitalistic civilization which 
bugs me more every day. R_t7

Diana’s story is among the best fan-fiction I’ve read lately. 
Really. "Do you want to be tne first boy on the moon?** Yuk,yuk. Do 
you notice a certain Bradburyish quality?
_ s 3tory I3 too true to be on second thought so very damn funny.
It is funny, tho, and has tne only possible right endingo Let’s hope 
that somewhere off in the sunset our bhoy finds some kindred souls. 
Have you read EARTH ABIDESl^Two or three times.
is most of Stewart’s work^/X very good book, but what would it be like 
for most of fangdom if they found themselves with such a bunch? Ghurg. 
Maybe the N3F should sponsor a Refuge in New Zealand or something.
/_Do you want me to make that a Directorate motion?7

Since there are always a few Immature Units (a chancey group, as 
everyone knows) at any con - why not accept the comic book’ situation as
a blessing in disguise and give tnem a room - full of comix, natch,-all
to themselves? Any speakers who feel up to it can go in there and give
their talks on comix and the rest of the con would be spared the hiddi-
ousity of it all. (1.0. Box 162, Sappho, Washington.) 

REDD BOGGS WEIGHS US IN THE BALANCE

Thanks for sending Dynatron #17, which 
was quite interesting aside from the art
work and the format, both of which seemed 
far below par. Well, even Deindorfer’s 
front cover was interesting, come to tnink 
of it, in a grisley sort of way. I’m glad 
to see what a bad Deindorfer looks like.

Of the textual material I liked both 
Jack Speer’s "Precocity” and Ed Cox’s 
"Surviving the Survivors" though both are 
minor items from such talented typewriters. 
Juffus seems to have written a four pag^ 
article about tne supposed precocity of 
today’s children without mentioning' TV, 
which seems to be the principal implement 
in the change. Some time ago I neard a 
pre-school moppet hammering at a door he was unable to budge and 
screaming "Open seasame!" Now, I never heard the term "Open seasame I" 
till five or six years later when I read Tne Arabian Nights but then



BOGGS, cont’d. .
1 \haVe the advan-tage of TVs /Don’t complain, just be thankful 
you aidn t have TVc Rl/ Nearly all the precocity I could spot In my 
n®P™erWS and.nieces and in the kids of friends derives from many hours 
o watching, so far as I could tell./£t all depends upon what one 
means by 'precocity4. It is defined as exceptionally early development, 
particularly mentally. Hours of telly watching teaches the young’uns 
to mimic adults but I think it is just mimicry--something like tne 
talking of a mynah bird—you thought I was going to say parrot, didnf t 
you? . I doubt that TV, commercial television'that is, actually stim
ulates mental development. Educational TV is something else again—it 
is a fine teaching tool—the Albuquerque public schools make good use 
of it—but tne kids must be guided to it; on their own they prefer the 
westerns and cartoons and there is little stimulus there. RT/

Edco’s ”SF Forever” contribution was rather badly handled, but 
had some pretty good lines and read smoothly anyway.
T- Ir\the letter department, I note a letter /Heally?7from one Dennis 
.Knuth of Augusta, Wis. ''Knuth” isn’t a common name and I wonder if 
Dennis is any relation to Gail Knuth Daniels? I dislike comic books my- 
f01?* but I think you’re a sil’U*: dogmatic when you say comic books ought 
to be forgotten after the fourth grade, "by that time (people) should 
oe able to read,' I should think anybody with a powerful taste for 
adventure and super heroics would like to read comics, since those 
magazines are one of the few contemporary sources of such material. 
£l m not dogmatic about comic books—just opinionated. Besides, I get 
a charge out of riling up tne comic book fans. They get so maaad. RT7

G, M. Carr wonders why ner idea of using "a flat brown paper bag 
PUg 3tore3’ etc°'’ ^r mailing fanzines never caught 

on. Maybe it s because such wrappers were not convenient and adequate, 
it s much better to mail a fanzine unwrapped and stapled shut than to 
enclose it in such a ridiculous ''envelope.” People used some pretty 
weird wrappings to.mail taihgs, but G.Ms’s was one of the most incredi
al/, ld tbUgs 1 ever saw used in the days when I worked for the post

Speaking of mailing fanzines, you could enlarge Dynatron at least 
tour a;..'.u. possibly six pages (two or three sheets) and still mail it 
tor 4e per copy, according to my postage scale. Three extra sheets 
puts it right on tne line. But you can safely allow tne magazine to 
run to 24 pages without worries about extra postage as long as you mail 
it naked as it were. /l?ve been thinking about going legal size, RT7

Chrystal Gazing”? I suppose there is the satisfaction of speaking 
Jn™ real,1y worthwhile to state your opinion that, say,
Norman Thomas should run lor the presidency at a Birch society meeting* 

b?ther. /Ghrystal says you are picking nits and that your example 
3Jtrems bYt 9Ien 30 SAe ;Quld speak up in such an instance if 

she felt the occasion demanded. • ^what I meant,u she says, ^is that in 
sSp\^:C?hO1’ °r C1Yb ,me®bings, too many people do not speak up t? 
to ^deas or opinions and tnen grumble if tne final result isn’t

Cnanc®3 are that many other people share their view
S I’v?f^nde?JnWaS brOUght up tne decisUn might have gone different- 

T iound too many cases where people are afraid to oppose the
it a °liqUe 13 ln P°Wer Only because^they mike
I mUht^dri^H ? ?k txielr PieC! Whlle the rest go alon8 llke sheep. * 
1 mignt add that I agree,., j that you don’t got anything done bv sit tine 
on your duff. Why bother? Why not? RT/ ' S Y sitting

iU?. ?a'52en ?’ Clark.,.pointed out, during tne last century
>es.. loint, was tne only university in the country offering courses in 
engineering, tne remainder of the schools stuck to the liberal arts.”



Still BOGGS
That sounds wrongs doesn’1 iff That1 s because—-as Burbee would say—-it 
i_s wrong. It depends on what he meant by "the last century” and whether 
he meant "university” and not ’’college" or "school.” But obviously 
other institutes of higher learning were teaching some kinds of engin
eering during the 19th century, Rensselaer Poly was founded in 1824, 
Rochester Tech in 1829, Purdue in 1869, and Rose Poly in 1874. Georgia 
Tech was founded in 1885, Louisiana Poly in 1894, and Drexel and Cali
fornia Institute of Technology, both in 1891. Perhaps tne most famous 
school of its type, MIT, dates back to 1861.

I don’ t think it! s such a horrible thing to be interested in "the 
liberal arts” which—I say dogmatically—are ultimately the only things 
worth bothering about. I choked a little on your theory that "the mili
tary is now--and always has been—the prime investor in scientific re
search." Even if it were true, and it obviously is not, I feel indig
nant that science is made to direct its efforts toward better and more 
efficient ways, to kill people. /You caught me with my terminology down* 
I meant "development” rather than "research”. You think about that one 
for a while and go ahead and get indignant. RT/
T» Diana’s "A Race to the Moon” was excellent. Speaking of precocity, 
I ve been trying to recall how young I was wnen I wrote my first flc- 
tion, 1 remember writing some stories to staple Inside some manila 
folders my father gave me when I was between 7 and 8. One of these was 
fantasy of a sort because it dealt with Santa Clause, but it was a good 
many years later that I tried my hand at science fiction. (270 S. Bonnfe 
Brae, Los Angeles, Calif. 90057) .

your 
of the

WALT TAYLOR IS PREJUDICED. 
I was disturbed about 

reference to the mentality _ 
majority of comic fen. You may not 
find interest in comic fandom as a 
whole, and you may sneer at the ac
tivities that they find pleasure in 
but please don* t doubt their intel
ligence ./Go back and read it againZ 
The top man in CFandom--Indeed the 
man who started the whole thing off 
Is a PhD named Doctor Jerry G? 
Balls, a responsible adult with a 
genuine interest in the media. 
ZWhyr/ Ronn Foss is also a respon
sible adult-«& post office worker, 
I believe...and an outstanding ar-

3“e comtc fmzin9list oftall-t?mfa^Sin?3rin fandom* would certainly be on my 
all walks’LoftM?AS fanzines. There are others too, from literlily 
all walks of life, and tne majority of the comic fanzines are excel lent 
examples of serious intelligent planning, able to stand up againstmany 

quality and. appearance. /Well, that isn’ t too hard to do 7' 
I can t convince you to like comics, but I just hone I am able to gXead 22 ^°f d°- All. do^.t JusAtX

patron is run off on a Sears TiwSr-olosed K



TYALOR, cant’d,.
tually a Vari-Color in disguise. Probably the best available in its 
price range. The mimeo is not responsible for the poor reproduction 
you mention—-this is the fault of the stencil which was old and dry and 
shouldn’t have been used. . But I’m cheap. I had it and I used it. RT/ 
The use of color on the cover was more effective in tnish than it was 
in #16. Deindorfer’s art was considerably superior to Dick Schultz's 
mermaid endeavor anyway, so I suppose the color had a better chance of 
looking good when used with a good piece of art-work. I don’t care for 
Rip's stuff anyway, so I guess you might say I am prejudiced.

I would like to correspond with a Japanese fan, because I am fas
cinated with the Japanese enthusiasm for stf. By tills I mean the entire 
populace, fan and non^fan alike. /You want to correspond with the entile 
populace of Japan J RT/ I mean, w’hat American newspapers do you know of 
that carry regular stf columns? I would like to know more about Japan
ese fandom, so could you possibly Include that bit of information (that 
is, about my being anxious to hear from a Japanese fan) in some issue 
or another of Dyn? /Not if you persist in that "Dyn" bit. TAKUMI

Can you find a correspondent for this enthusiastic’ young fan?7 
Jack Speer’s article on precocity was interesting. He mentioned 

very little, however, about pre-mature promiscuity, which in my opinion 
is mostly the fault of the parent. I think that I can say this in all 
honesty, as I am qualified to speak about the feelings of the adolescent 
from uhe position of someone uhder 21. I have seen little girls no 
older chan 12 forced to '’become interested ’1 in boys because the parents 
tnought it to be terribly cute that their daughter was so popular. It 
almost always leads to trouble sooner or later. Believe me.

1 can’t offer much of an annotation on Ed Cox’s fiction. It 
didn t particularly move me, but it wasn’t bad. (590 Wembly Road. 
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania)' .

• /
BUCK COULSON WAS IN THE SCOUTS. . , ■ ..

what do you do to your twill-tone paper, anyway? LYN 
. the:mail with a sort of limp, soggy appearance, 

oeen pre-softened. - - -• 7
but

LYNATRON always 
_ „ • ---- ~ like fabrics
Twill-Tone doesn’t give this effect to 
you must remember that our Twill-Tone is 
that New Mexico is very dry. You are,of 
cacti store water; DYNATRON just natural

ly absorbs moisture from the air when 
it arrives in those wet eastern areas. 
Then again, it’s sort of a limp, sog
gy fanzine anyway. RT/

You seem to have got about as 
far in THE GREEN MILLENIUM as I did. 
Maybe someone who has read the whole 
book will write in and tell us what 
it was all about?

I’m not sure that I agree alto
gether with Jack Speer. For one 
thing, there was no need for special 
editions to make fairy tales attrac
tive to the very young”. Fairy tales 
were read to children, not by them. 
Until a child learns to read for him
self, he doesn’t particularly need 
vocabulary-ad jus ted books; they’re 
nice, but not essential. Vi/hen he 
does learn to read, he’s already old

comes thru 
that have 
other fo.izines,’/Ah, yes,' 
pressed from cactus fiber and 
course, familiar with the way

COULSON (above) WITH NEOFANED



BUCK COULSON of Indiana still at 1t
enough for mags like OPEN ROAD FOR BOYS; I was reading it at age 7 and 
t i1 W?S ^out as 3oon as 1 coaid read anytning beyond the ”0h, see 
Jack -level. /I was reading the stf yarns in SPICY ADVENTURE about then7 
1 agree that children’s literature today (aside from the. regrettable' ’ 
trend toward expurgation)/Yeah, taey ought to revive SPICY ADVENTURE./ 
is much better, than it was 30 or 40 years ago—after al,l it should be. 
But I don t think it’s as much different as Jack makes out. As for the

'maturity”—early dating and marriage and all; that has very 
little to do with precocity. 'Where children become physically and fi
nancially independent earlier, as in our early Colonial society and to
day, tnen they marry younger. Where they do not become independent 
early (19th century Ireland being a good example) they marry later (as 
late as.age 30 or 35, in the case of Ireland), Precocity has nothing 
to do with it. The only difference in today’s society is that there 
are so many doting parents who subsidize child marriages before tne 
•'nlldren are independent. This is a new trend, and not a particularly 
healthy one. bat it isn’t related to the intelligence, sophistication, 
or precocity of the children; only to the Idiocy of tne parents. /You 

wron8» °lf buddy. The idea of marrying off the kids is to get 
rrd of them. This business of keeping the kid and spouse is idiocy, 
ootfi-es under the heading of1 ’’togetherness'’ I suppose. RT/ The lowering

3couJ was accompanied by a lowering of requirements and 
thv providing of a less '’sophisticated” level of Interests, I know.

ause I was in the.Bcouts Wnen it happened and I was old enough to 
make a direct (and disparaging) comparison. Also, the ages of 14, 15, 
arm aS w-ere never, to my knowledge, the center of attention for Handbook

Scouting.centered on the activities of ages 12, 13, and 
11, after that came benior bcouting, which has emphasized dating, dress 
and careers for about as long as it’s been in existence. If these ac- 

haVQ been emPhasized more in BOY’S LIFE lately, it could mean 
that tn,ere are more Senior Scouts around today than there used to be. 
Maybe the new’ generation is more sophisticated than we were (it undoubt- 

more sophisticated than I was, but that’s beside the point).
but 1 don c see the great change Jack does."'’(Rt 3, Wabash, Ind. 46992)

harry Warner, monarchist.
four notes on plague came at an ap

propriate time. Every othor news story 
I’ve written in recent weeks nas involved 
some form of danger of mass ilnesses, not 
particularly from plague but from bad 
sanitary conditions in this area. The 
health people found coliform bacteria 
in 9 out of 10 wells txiey check in one 
of the newly developed areas north of 
town and smother section south of this 
city has perhaps 5000 new residents in 
the past 10 years without anytning re
sembling a sewerage system. The county 
has formed a commission to bring water 
to tne former and sewerage to the latter 
areas and you’d think that this was 
Trotskyism at its worst from the indig
nant reactions from the areas affected. 
The general opinion is; we bought 
houses out here because we were to cheap WARNER



, WARNBR, cont’d.
Pay city taxes and we* 11 be da^ed if we* 11 pay sewerage and water 

Ollis to the county. Tnere was an outbreak of typhoid at a children’s 
' camp m nearby Pennsylvania that seems to nave caused some second 

thoughts, but everything is still in tne courts and meanwhile inter
state highways are under construction that will quadruple the costs of 
aying pipes if the facilities aren’t installed promptly before the 

aual lanes are put into place. Sometimes I think we should switch over 
to an unlimited monarchy, now that we have a family fitted for the iob 
in Washington, on the grounds that the will of the poeple is no longer 
a useful way to run the country in these days of moronic mobs, /Harrump! 
"2 Jeali28» °f course, that you’ve pretty well described things as ttey 
are hereab°uts--except for the disease that is. We live outside the 
°ity with our own wells and septic system and wouldn’t think kindly of 
tne costs Involved in a municipal Water and sewage system. And. of 
course, we have the problem of population growth, too. On the whole, 
hough, we have the problem pretty well under control in that 1/2 acre 

J.s about tne minimum lot size around here. This 13 horse oountry and 
s..nce norses require a large area most property owners here have suc
cessfully resisted the efforts of realtors.to subdivide. I wouldn’t 

tne situation in your area on the people as much as I would on 
^'®dy realtors who developed the area. Here the county is attempting 
■h pass a zoning ordhance which would set a safe minimum lot size end 

realty interests are fighting it. That absolute monarchy would do 
crack down on the fast-buck boys who are responsible for the 

a^^icpment of tne unsanitary conditions. I’d better cut this off or 
so"ont i^PaSe3 Wlth iU llke the CaU3es of floods in Albuquerque and 

joyed ?iana’ 3 3tory* But I must point out that a Florida fan 
tributor^to h?^?Str? had U1S 9‘'^ear"’old sister as a fairly regular con
S m fanzine many years ago, and she wrote stories so violent
the Heinleininfl^ ®Ven me’ flut 3X18> of course, had not hal
' Ra-'e tn 5 in^luence that Dlana obviously has undergone, I think that 
iid He- -h-t itnfton?JeyS S° comPleteXy ^e present Heinlein techniques 
and ilea. -h^t it could save any busy fan tne trouble of reading his 
The oldriSkOoff?5rAnRna1S* 3 f 31121118 was Called SCIENTIFUN, too.

^k"?f;Flre“Bng was my #1 correspondent in days of yore but I 
-hJn T fr°m SinCe the late 4°3, He wa3 ln fene merchant navy 
whe?? 1 tnlnk* no» there, BOB BROWN, haste you ever heard of Raymond 
Washington out there on the vastness of tne ocean'i RT7

Juffus’ arguments don’t seem sound to me. I suspect that Dart of 
em are flawed through the simple fact that he grew up in a small town

?L:3:3qortet::ox:spt1:ftuSeof191to: upper mi“ie

teMl^Stot’flndtm l™ire3tJl°k'3 ?j™ples (™d I,m sure'3 tn'a the iTpre- 
doeshM exist" ? interest in parliamentary procedure in kids that ?

ones touS'here^ieedr?a?T SI'°TO 30 alaborat0- Ihe
science T i \ ! f7 affairs, heavy on posters and short on 
spot wai really^X^r0ne :oeStbtotge:^i(123U^;S1®ratHred 
town, Maryland. 21740) % * Summit Ave., Hagers-



AND WE ALSO HEARD FROM: 
just how much kid3 could be hurt ___
the world; probably be hopelessly lost by 
high. MIKE DECKINGER: 
the universe? p--- 
in ’’Forever Amber”. . 
Blue Chip Stamp books).
Spring” by Rachel Carson ____ _______
a handy hatchet to use to better his mag. 
several angles. BILL wOLFENBARGER: The fairy tale is sassin/
PEOPLE: Enclosed find I5/0 LEE HAMMER: S’

ryatives are really the more honest 

hand pay lip-service to the so-called 
can see political gain in doing so 
tling into ; " '" ~ -----

am iff for 1Jughter ard. Moonflower will go into hysterics. I
f the Orient once again. Care to join me? /Absolutely N0.+7

^olf enbarger ^e^o^c^JL^^St^ Roy11 ^e-possibly-fiapo, 
«z *

BILL PLOTT: I felt a clammy chill as I wondered 
not ’’progressing” with the rest of 

the time they enter junior 
Are we really auditioning girls from throughout 

ROBERT E. GILBERT: All I know about it is what I read 
-- . LEN MOFFATT: It was a new camera (got it for 7i

DICK FINCH: Everyone should read "Silent 
STAN WOOLSTON: Every fan editor should have 

_ KRIS CAREY: Ifm rushed from 
’ ’ VARIOUS

In a way I would say that the 
ndmn- einoTr 4 Lu-" as more readily than not they

LfrM°4t?ntercsted ln the P^Ple; the liberals on the other 
. . . _ • ----------rights of man but only if they

_ tickles me to picture you set
? ; middle-class comestlcity, working 9 to 5, doing

, mowing the lawn. /Ind If It tickles me von nnn hst-. +■>>o4-

-posslbly--EdCo,of course.
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